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DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS–STUDIES GUIDE 2012-2013

ADDRESS OF THE HEAD OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

From the position of the Head I welcome you to the Department of Physics of the University of
Ioannina. The information featured in this document is meant to supply useful information
regarding Physics, the organization and administration of the Department of Physics, as well as
pertinent information on its educational and research activities to visitors, graduates and mainly
current and future students of the Department.
The Department of Physics of the Faculty of Sciences (FoS) of the University of Ioannina
started to operate in 1971.
Physics is currently covering a wide breadth of scientific fields with significant progress
achieved in their multitude. A complete and in-depth education and specialization in all fields of
Physics is not realistic. The Department of Physics, in order to update the level of the provided
studies and to better prepare the graduates for the continuation of their studies as well as their
scientific and professional integration, is in a state of continuous dialog throughout the year that
aims at improving its programme of studies, its laboratory and research infrastructure, so that
they adapt to contemporary needs.
The ensemble of the compulsory courses of the Physics Department Programme of
Studies aims to supply the necessary basic knowledge in Physics. The optional courses of the
various Sections within the Department allow for a more in-depth knowledge in specialized
areas of modern Physics and Technology to be gained, as well as to prepare students for the
specialization offered by the various Post-Graduate Study Programmes hosted by the
Department of Physics.
There are currently five independent Post-Graduate Study Programmes at the
Department of Physics. This is setting it apart not only from other Departments of Physics but as
well as from other University Departments in Greece with the capabilities offered to its
graduates and graduates of other Departments.
Both undergraduate and post-graduate students of the Department are able to pursue
part of their studies in other European Universities within the student exchange programmes
that the Physics Department is participating to.

More particularly, within the frame of the
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ERASMUS programme there are currently several exchange agreements with several
European University Departments.
The Physics Department contains computer hot-spots and a reading room equipped with
a large number of computers with free-access to all students.
On behalf of the Educational, Administrative and Technical personnel as well as of the
Students of our Department, I am warmly saluting you and inviting you to browse the web-pages
of our Department.

Thomas Bakas
Professor
Head of the Department of Physics
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A. THE SCIENCE OF PHYSICS
ESS OF THE PRESIDENT OF THE DEPARTMENT OF PHYSICS

1. What is Physics
Physics is the Science that studies all physical phenomena. This definition complies also with
the currently obsolete term “Physical Philosophy” that was in use until the 18th century. The goal
of Physics is the study of the components of matter and their interactions. This study is made
via observations of the corresponding phenomena and their repetition under proper conditions,
i.e., by performing experiments.

Observation is the careful and critical examination of a phenomenon that allows to identify and
analyze its control parameters. There is a vast diversity of conditions under which the different
physical phenomena can take place. There exist phenomena which occur under very special
conditions and therefore their observation and analysis is a very difficult procedure. Thereby
experiment is necessary.
Experiment is the quantitative observation of a phenomenon under controlled conditions. The
scientist modifies these conditions in the laboratory and evaluates their impact on the
phenomenon under study.
The experiment is not the sole tool of the physicist. Based on the current knowledge
and abstraction a physicist can formulate mathematical models of physical phenomena. A
physical model can lead to the prediction of new phenomena or to the discovery of relationships
between various known processes. The knowledge is acquired by theoretical research. This is
in turn used by other scientists in new experiments which confirm or refute, fully or partially, a
proposed model. The theoretical physicist is able to reconsider his/her model in order to achieve
full agreement with the experiment or even to reject it. Modern Physics is advancing via the
collaboration and the interaction between theory and experiment. Moreover, it is stressed that
progress in Physics is mainly achieved via team work. The problems in question are so complex
that large teams of both theoretical and experimental physicists are required for their solution.
Collaborations between physicists do not necessarily require the physical presence of
collaborators at the same place in all times. There are nowadays numerous research
programmes involving physicists from many different countries.
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Physics holds a special position among
sciences not only for historical reasons but
mainly because it supplies the conceptual and
theoretical

foundations

of

other

sciences.

Moreover, from the practical point of view there
is no science which is not using techniques of
Physics. Let us note here that the thinking and
methodology of a physicist continues to be the
organization model of every rational function of
modern Man.
One of the key characteristics of humans
is a curiosity for their natural environment and a
continuous effort to understand the physical phenomena, i.e., to classify and deduce them in a
system of principles. The information reaching the human brain is processed taking into account
classes of “physical concepts” such as motion, heat, light etc. The initial classification of
phenomena according to the human senses with which they are more closely related to, like
Optics, Heat, Kinematics, Acoustics, etc., is a matter of convention only. Despite the fact that
these traditional fields were taught in the past as separate sciences, employing though a
common methodology, they are nothing more than integral parts of Physics obeying the very
same laws and principles. New phenomena of the microcosmos, now known under the name
“Modern Physics”, were added to the traditional fields of Classical Physics, like Mechanics,
Optics, Electromagnetism and Thermodynamics since the last century. It should be stressed
here that one of the biggest achievements of our era is the unified consideration of Physics
which was adopted once we understood the Physics of the microcosmos and the
electromagnetic phenomena. The classical division is only a matter of convention, there are no
dividing lines and all fields obey the very same principles. Both Classical and Modern Physics
should though ceaselessly pursue to redefine, reinterpret and revolutionize themselves. Physics
is unified and its consideration should obey logic and consistency. The goal of research is to
find a simple set of basic principles which could explain all known phenomena.

8
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2. Short Historical Overview
How was the Cosmos created? Is there order and simplicity under the surface of the complex
and multi-facet Cosmos around us?
These questions were attacked by the Greek philosophers of the 5th and 6th centuries
B.C. This period marks the birth of the pre-history of Physics that lasted until the 17th century.
The Greek thinkers free of prejudice started to observe the Physical Cosmos and via abstraction
were led to the formulation of the above questions in the frame of Rationalism. Irrespective of
the completeness of their questions and answers, their basic achievement was that they
attempted for the first time in the history
of the man-kind to understand the
Physical Cosmos based on Logic. Until
the Greek philosophers, the explanation
of

physical

phenomena

was

incorporated in the sphere of the
revelation of the truth.
One

of

the

questions

that

tantalized the ancient philosophers was
the composition of matter. The physical
philosophers of Ionia and Greece Major
(Thales,

Anaximander,

Empedocles

and

Anaximenes,

others)

submitted

different proposals regarding the basic
elements of matter (water, air, etc). A
special position is hold by Heraclitus
and Pythagoras who proposed as the main element of the Cosmos the procedure of the
struggle of the opposites and the concept of the number, respectively.
An important step is the formulation of the Atomic Theory by Leucippus and Democritus
and later on by Epicurus. According to the Atomic Theory matter consists of indivisible and
indestructible particles, the atoms. Different combinations of atoms produce the vast variety of
the perceivable Cosmos. It took two millennia until the Atomic Hypothesis was experimentally
verified, which is considered basically true until now. An important element that was introduced
by the Atomists in the thinking of Nature was that the simplicity of Cosmos should be searched
at microscopic level.
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A second topic that occupied the ancients, probably more than the first, was the study of
astronomical phenomena. Important authorities, like Aristarchus, Hipparchus, Eratosthenes and
others, made big steps forward into the quantitative analysis of phenomena related to the Earth
and other heavenly bodies, despite the fact they lacked the most important tool of modern
Astronomy, the telescope. In 2nd century B.C. Claudius Ptolemy gathered all the existing
observational facts at that time and formulated the homonym geocentric system for the motions
of Sun and the planets which dominated the astronomical thinking for more than 1400 years.
Another important authority of ancient science was Archimedes whose genius led to the solution
of several dozens of mechanics problems, with the laws of Statics and Hydrostatics
(Archimedes' principle) being amongst the most outstanding ones.
Aristotle, one of the biggest
philosophers

of

antiquity

and

the

founder of many sciences, studied the
problem of the motion of bodies. The
conceptual

framework

of

Aristotle's

clarifications contained several clearly
philosophical
sedulousness

concepts
and

the

like

the

concept

of

physical motion. This was in stark
contrast with the conceptual framework
of previous physical philosophers and
derailed the ancient thinking of Physics
from

the

triptych

(observation-

abstraction-logic) and led it to erroneous
conclusions. The Physics of Aristotle
prevailed for two millennia until Galileo
toppled it.

This marked the end of

Physics pre-history era.
The historic period of Physics commences with Nikolaus Copernicus who published his
famous heliocentric model on 1543. The existence of two conflicting models, Ptolemy's
geocentric and the revolutionary heliocentric led Tycho Brahe to collect astronomical
observations of very high accuracy for their time. Copernicus analyzed these observations in
great detail and formulated his three famous laws which quantify the heliocentric system.
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The dawn of Physics as we know it today took place with Galileo. Galileo was the first to
introduce the experimental methodology in the scientific research in a systematic manner. The
laws of free fall, projectile motion at an angle, the use of pendulum as a clock, the observation
and study of the Sun, Moon and of sky in general with a telescope, the discovery of sunspots
and of Jupiter's satellites and many others are the first priceless presents of the new scientific
method and its originator to the mankind. The definitive complement to the methodology arsenal
of Physics was though supplied by Newton who revived the ancient mathematical art of
Archimedes and used it in the formulation and description of the laws of Physics.
Isaac Newton in his monumental work, Principia, formulated the fundamental laws of
motion of terrestrial and heavenly bodies (Newton's laws, law of universal gravitation). With
Newton's work Physics became capable of supplying detailed quantitative predictions of the
motion of any moving body. The elliptical orbits of
Kepler's laws are now the mathematical prediction of
Newton's equations of motion. Newton studied also
light phenomena. He experimentally proved that
white light is indeed a mixture of different colors and
he also studied interference phenomena.

These

studies were published in the work Opticks.
However, while Newton's work on the motion and
universal

gravitation

set

the

foundations

of

Mechanics, his studies of light did not lead Optics to
a commensurate level of maturity. Mechanics was
completed with the expansion of its applications to a
variety of systems of particles, solids and fluids and
reached a high degree of stringency with the
reformulation of its laws in the frameworks of the
formalisms of Lagrange and Hamilton. Optics made
significant progress mainly after the wave nature of
light was introduced by Huygens and others. Despite
the fact that static electricity and magnetism phenomena were first observed in the antiquity, it
was only during the 18th century that their systematic experimental study commenced. The
study of electric and magnetic phenomena advanced at an accelerated pace during the 19th
century. The experimental work of Faraday and the mathematical equations of Maxwell
demonstrated the interrelationships of the two phenomena as well as the electromagnetic
11
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nature of light. During the second half of the 19th century Electromagnetism reached levels of
completeness

and

self-consistency

commensurate to these of

Mechanics.

A

multitude of seemingly non-connected physical
phenomena

was

finally

explained

as

consequences of the fundamental laws of
Electromagnetism
Optics,

in

(Maxwell's

particular,

was

not

equations).
any

more

considered as an individual field, but rather a
part of the electromagnetic phenomena. During
19th century both Physics and Chemistry revived
the forgotten for centuries Atomic Hypothesis.
Under the assumption of the existence of
microscopic atoms, scientists were able to
describe a plethora of complex phenomena of
the microcosmos in terms of the motions and
interactions between atoms. The science of
Thermodynamics which studies the thermal phenomena of matter had reached an advanced
level of completeness since the previous century with a wide range of applications. Boltzmann
and others, after they had adopted the atomic picture, managed to explain all thermodynamic
phenomena by reducing them to kinetic phenomena of a large number of atoms. Thus,
Thermodynamics was integrated into Physics as the mechanics of a large number of particles,
or Statistical Mechanics. Towards the end of the19th century almost all known phenomena at the
time were explained in the frameworks of (Classical) Mechanics, Electromagnetism and
Statistical Mechanics. However, this picture turned out to be elusive and did not last for very
long.
Towards the end of the 19th century a multitude of new experimental evidence was
collected that could not be explained within the standard at the time framework of Mechanics
and Electromagnetism. The famous experiment of Michelson and Morley demonstrated that the
speed of light does not depend on the motion of the observer and the source, something
incompatible with the rules of Mechanics. More generally, it was concluded that an
incompatibility exists between Newtonian Mechanics and Electromagnetism, which led Einstein
to the formulation of the Special Theory of Relativity. The prevalence of the Special Theory of
Relativity demonstrated that Newtonian Mechanics describe approximately the motion of
12
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bodies, when their speeds are much smaller than the speed of light which is indeed a universal
constant. On the other hand it turned out that Electromagnetism is fully compatible with
Relativity. The new element that Relativity introduced into Physics was the rejection of the
notion of absolute time. Time in reality is relative, like space, and physical events take place in a
mathematically unified space-time continuum. Despite the fact that the relativity of time led to a
series of “paradoxes” seemingly at odds with common sense which captured the public
attention, Relativistic Mechanics is indeed closely related to Newtonian Mechanics that could be
viewed as its extension, or more accurately with the latter viewed as an approximation of the
former. Relativistic Mechanics and Electromagnetism form together the Classical Physics.
The discovery of new physical phenomena, like Radioactivity, Röntgen rays and others,
prepared the physicists for the unfolding of the internal structure of atoms. Before the end of the
19th century the lightest constituent of atoms, the electron, was experimentally observed. An
outstanding role in the discovery of the new laws of the microcosmos was played by
experiments of radiation absorption by matter and more specifically the black-body radiation and
the photoelectric effect. The first topic led Planck to the theory of quanta which asserts that light
is emitted from and absorbed by matter in discrete quantities and not continuously, as the
Classical Electromagnetism would have predicted. The photoelectric effect forced physicists to
introduce the notion of the photon and to attribute particle properties to light something which is
at first sight in contradiction with the wave nature of the electromagnetic radiation of the
Classical Electromagnetism. At the same time, Rutherford's experiments finalized the planetary
model of the atom with a nucleus and a number of orbiting electrons. The reliability of
Rutherford's model was very strongly contested within the frame of Classical Electromagnetism
(since every accelerated charge should emit radiation), and led physicists to seek explanations
in the direction of the theory of quanta. De Broglie and others, but mainly Bohr, proposed ideas
and atomic models with their main characteristic being the co-existence of particle and wave
properties of the same object.
Until the beginning of 1920's the formulation of the General Theory of Relativity was
practically complete by Einstein, and became widely accepted as the classical description of the
gravitational interaction. Until the end of that decade, the new Mechanics of the microcosmos,
the Quantum Mechanics, had reached high levels of completeness and was supplying
satisfactory answers to almost all the existing at the time experimental data. Quantum
Mechanics, and mainly the works of Heisenberg, Schrödinger, Born, and Pauli, represent a
radical departure from the established ideas of Classical Physics, which predict that the orbit
and speed of particle can be simultaneously known with an unlimited precision.

Quantum
13
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Mechanics, on the other hand, institutionalized uncertainty as an inherent characteristic of
Nature.

Its mathematical language is the language of probabilities. Despite the fact that

originally Quantum Mechanics found strong opposition, mainly for philosophical reasons, it is
currently fully successful and justified from experiment and the numerous technological
applications based on quantum phenomena. It is worth mentioning that the unified theory of
microscopic

electromagnetic

phenomena,

Quantum

Electrodynamics, that was the work of
Dirac,

Schwinger,

Feynman

and

others, is one of the most precise
theories of Physics. However, despite
colossal

efforts

decades,

it

was

in
not

the

following

possible

to

incorporate gravity into this theoretical
framework.
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3. Modern Physics
A synoptic enumeration of the various fields of Modern Physics can be carried out in a
increasing length scale, or conversely a declining energy scale, starting from the smallest
elements of matter and ending at the Universe itself.
Physics of Elementary Particles or High-Energy Physics: Elementary particles are the focal
point of this field which classifies elementary particles according to their properties, like their
mass, charge, spin etc., as well as their interactions. The electron, the neutrino, the photons, the
quarks and others are considered today as
elementary

particles.

Regarding

quarks

in

particular, they are the building blocks of the
proton and the neutron which constitute the
nuclei of the various elements, which until
recently were considered as elementary entities.
Experiments have proved the existence of 37
elementary particles. The Physics of Elementary
Particles is the biggest front of the research of
the microcosm. Its theoretical tools are Relativity
and Quantum Mechanics. Experiments of the
High Energy Physics are carried out with
gigantic accelerators which normally represent
the effect of collective efforts of a big number of
research teams from many different countries. A relatively recent major achievement of the
Elementary Particle Physics is the unified theory of the electromagnetic and the weak nuclear
forces.
Nuclear Physics: A big part of the research in Nuclear Physics today is focused on the topic of
radioactive exotic and stable nuclei at high energies and angular momenta. The aim is the study
of new forms of nuclear matter, the synthesis of ultra-heavy systems and the study of the origin
of elements and the energy generation in stellar interiors. A significant part of the research is
invested in the understanding of the nuclear force in the frame of the problem of many particlesnucleons and hadrons and in the study of the role that the nucleus has in electro-weak

15
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interactions. Moreover, applied research which concerns other domains like Medicine and
Radio-ecology is carried out.
Atomic and Molecular Physics: They are the fields of Physics which study the structure and
the properties of atoms and molecules. Modern research in this field is dominated by lasers,
setups based on the effect of light amplification by stimulated emission of radiation. Under the
influence of strong electromagnetic fields lasers exhibit very interesting properties.
Physics of Condensed Matter: This field studies the various properties of solids or liquids
which are formed from a large number of atoms or nuclei and electrons in crystal or amorphous
state. It has a huge array of practical applications with very important impact on the
technological aspects of every-day life, like the semi-conductors for example. It should be noted
that the Physics of Condensed Matter research has led to the discovery of fundamental physical
phenomena due to the collective action of a large number of particles, such as
superconductivity.
Geophysics and Atmospheric Physics: This field studies the movements of the Earth's crust
(Seismology) and magnetic field, as well as the terrestrial atmosphere

and its variations

(Meteorology, Climatology, Physics of the Atmospheric Environment) etc. The latter field is of
great importance given the increasing societal interest in climate changes due to the influence
of several anthropogenic parameters on the environment.
Astrophysics: This field studies all the heavenly bodies, like the Sun, planets, stars, galaxies,
and the Universe itself (Cosmology). This is
a rapidly evolving field lately, because of
the use of

cutting-edge

high-tech

experimental and observational setups and
of the close collaboration with other fields of
Modern

Physics

such

as

Elementary

Particle Physics, Nuclear Physics etc. On
the theoretical end, the study of the
evolution of the Universe is the common
focal point of Cosmology and Theoretical
Elementary Particle Physics.
16
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Gravity and Cosmology: This is a basic field which frequently shaped the course of Physics
since its foundations in the Newtonian gravity and the theory of General Relativity (birth of the
modern theory of gravity) until today. The traditional basis of cosmological facts is already been
reshaped with cutting-edge high precision measurements. Current research focuses on both the
smallest length scale which dominated during the first moments after the Bing Bang and on the
largest possible length scale in the current Universe. It appears that a necessary condition for
the understanding of the Creation is a unified quantum-mechanical description of gravity with
other interactions and the uncovering of the mechanisms of time and space creation.

17
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4. Training and Employment of Physicists
The training of Physicists aims on the one hand to equip its recipients with the basic knowledge
of physical phenomena (Mechanics, Electromagnetism, Modern Physics, etc.) in both
theoretical and observational ends, and on the other hand, to teach them the methodology of
Physics for the solution of old and new problems. In
the current undergraduate studies programme there
is a co-existence of compulsory courses which give
more

emphasis

courses

which

to methodology,
give

more

and

emphasis

optional
to

new

knowledge and applications. Moreover, there are
courses which cover techniques and technologies
required in Physics, like computers, mathematics and
experimental methods.
The

bulk

of

the

Physics

Department

graduates is channeled to the Secondary Education.
Besides the dedication required for the successful
accomplishment of the teacher's duties, knowledge
of the field which will be transferred to the students is
mainly required. A Physics teacher has the important
responsibility to teach the methodology of Physics
and not only to transfer some Physics knowledge.
Other

career

avenues

for

the

Physics

Department graduates are various fields of applied
Physics in the frame of Industry or of big state (or
otherwise) organizations like the National Telephone
Organization, National State Electricity Company,
National Meteorological Service, etc. Such fields are
Radio-electrology, Telecommunications and Optical
Communications, Meteorology and Climatology, Medical Physics etc. Most of these fields
require postgraduate studies degrees.
Our Department offers postgraduate studies in the most basic fields of Physics like
Theoretical Physics, Photonics, New Materials, Electronic Technologies, Meteorology and
Climatology and the Didactics of Physics, which after a series of core postgraduate courses
lead to a postgraduate degree.
18
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The Postgraduate Programme of the Department leads also to Philosophy Degrees in Physics
after the preparation of an original dissertation on a current research topic. The majority of Ph.D.
holders is seeking an academic career in Universities and Research Centers of the country or
abroad. They are not only assigned with teaching or applying existing knowledge but also with
generating new knowledge via scientific research.
Progress in Physics is almost
always the result of laborious and
lengthy

work

Irrespectively

of

many

of

the

individuals.
method

of

approach and work for any given
problem, a common characteristic of the
Physicist is an ethical approach to
his/her Science. It is the duty of the
Physicist not only to advance our
understanding of the Physical Cosmos
with the aid of scientific methodology,
but also to nourish scientific ethics and
to spread the scientific method. In a rapidly evolving world, with technology acquiring an everincreasing role, with Information increasing exponentially and specialization becoming extremely
demanding, the Physicist is the trustee of the scientific method. His/her goal continues to be the
understanding of our Cosmos, as it was for the Ionian philosophers, and his/her method is the
Observation and Logic.

19
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A brief history of the Department of Physics

The Physics Department was established in 1970 under the Law 746/70. It was the 3rd
University Department created in Ioannina, after the Department of Philosophy School
(1964) and the Mathematics Department (1966) and resulted that the until-then
branch of the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki to become an independent
establishment. The Department of Physics was housed in the old University building
in Doboli street, and along with the Mathematics Department became the PhysicoMathematics School (current School of Sciences) which later on was joined by the
Chemistry and Computer Science Departments. The Department of Physics was the
first University Department to move to the new University campus in 1981; until 1993
the Department of Physics was housed in the transitional building of the campus.
Since 1993 the Department of Physics is housed in its own buildings, Φ-2 and Φ-3 in
the west end of the campus. Until 1982 the head of the Department was the Dean of
the School, while from 1982 the position of the Head of the Department has been
established (under the 1268/82 law).

List of Deans of the School of Physics and

List of Heads of the Department of

Mathematics

Physics

1970-1973

Sofoklis Karavelas

1982-1983

Ioannis Vergados

1973-1975

Vasilios Staikos

1983-1986

Panagiotis Asimakopoulos

1975-1976

Constantinos Plolydoropoulos

1986-1989

Ioannis Vergados

1976-1977

Georgios Tzivanidis

1989-1991

Christos Papageorgopoulos

1977-1978

Georgios Andritsopoulos

1991-1995

Panagiotis Asimakopoulos

1978-1979

Dionisios Metaxas

1995-1997

Christos Papageorgopoulos

1979-1980

Dimitrios Miliotis

1997-2001

KyriakosTamvakis

1980-1981

Panagiotis Papaioannou

2001-2005

Agisilaos Mpolovinos

1981-1982

Christos Papageorgopoulos

2005-2009

Constantinos Kosmidis

2009-

Thomas Bakas
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1. Section of Astro-geophysics (I)
Academic Staff
ALISSANDRAKIS CONSTANTINOS, Professor
Astronomy, Astrophysics

BARTZOKAS ARISTIDES, Associate Professor
Meteorology and Climatology

KASSOMENOS PAVLOS, Associate Professor, Director of the Section,
Physics of the Atmospheric Environment

NINDOS ALEXANDROS, Assistant Professor
Solar and Space Physics

HATZIANASTASSIOU NIKOLAOS, Assistant Professor
Meteorology and Climatology

PATSOURAKOS SPYRIDON, Assistant Professor
Plasma Physics of the Sun and of the interplanetary medium

LOLIS CHRISTOS, Lecturer
Physics of the Atmospheric Environment - Meteorology - Climatology

MPAKAS NIKOLAOS, Lecturer (appointed)
Meteorology
Technical & Administrative Staff
VLACHOU SPYRIDOULA, Librarian
Laboratories
Laboratory of Astronomy
Laboratory of Meteorology and Climatology
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Research Activities
The research activities of the members of the Laboratory of
Astronomy include the areas of Solar and Space Physics
as well as of Space Weather. Physical processes occurring
in the solar atmosphere and the interplanetary space are
studied in both observational and theoretical ends.
Observations are collected from both ground and space
observatories

and

practically

cover

the

entire

electromagnetic spectrum (from hard X-rays to metric radio
wavelengths). The research covers all layers of the solar
atmosphere as well as all levels of solar activity from the
“quiet” Sun to the solar active regions and the solar
eruptive phenomena. Moreover, the impact of solar
eruptive phenomena on the Earth is also studied in the
frame of Space Weather. Finally, using observations from the space telescope ROSAT, stars
with chromospheric activity in the XUV (60 – 200 Å) are studied.
The research activities of the members of the
Laboratory of

Meteorology and Climatology include

phenomena associated with Meteorology and Climatology,
Atmospheric and Environmental Physics, as well as their
spatio-temporal behavior. Emphasis is given on climate
changes on a global scale in Greece as well as on local
scale in the region of Ioannina. Moreover, the following are
studied: 1) the long-range transport and the role of
aerosols and atmospheric waste at planetary level, in the
South-East Europe, the Mediterranean and Greece, 2) the
solar (total, infrared and diffuse) and terrestrial radiation,
and 3) biometeorologic topics. Finally, weather forecast for
the region of Epirus on a 2x2 Km2 grids is carried out and
weather alerts for extreme weather phenomena are issued for the public and local authorities.
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2. Section of Theoretical Physics (II)

Academic Staff
TAMVAKIS KYRIAKOS, Professor
Theoretical Elementary Particle Physics

EVANGELOU SPYRIDON, Professor
Theoretical Condensed Matter Physics

VAYONAKIS CONSTANTINOS, Professor
Theoretical Elementary Particle Physics, Cosmology

LEONTARIS GEORGIOS, Professor
Elementary Particles

PERIVOLAROPOULOS LEANDROS, Professor
Theoretical Physics, Cosmology

KOSMAS THEOHARIS, Associate Professor
Theoretical Nuclear Physics

RIZOS IOANNIS, Associate Professor, Director of the Section
Theoretical High Energy Physics, Vice-Head of the Department

THROUMOULOPOULOS GEORGIOS, Associate Professor
Plasma Physics

KANTI PANAGIOTA, Associate Professor
Theoretical Elementary Particle Physics, Cosmology

DEDES ATHANASIOS, Associate Professor
Theoretical Elementary Particle Physics
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KOLASIS CHARALAMBOS, Assistant Professor
Gravity, General Theory of Relativity

TRIANTAFYLLOPOULOS ELIAS, Lecturer
Elementary Particles
Technical & Administrative Staff
FOUZA FOFO, Secretary

Laboratories
A΄ Laboratory of Theoretical Physics
B΄ Laboratory of Theoretical Physics

Research Activities
The research activities of the members of the Theoretical Physics Section cover a broad range
of topics. The Theoretical Physics of Elementary Particles constitutes the main scientific interest
of a large number of members of the section. More specifically, the modern Gauge Theories,
Supersymmetry, Superstring Theories and the Unification of Fundamental Interactions between
the elementary particles are among the topics studied. The phenomenological investigation of
models that follow from these theories leads to predictions that may be compared to
experimental data. The cosmological consequences of the particle physics models, as well as
the Cosmology itself, also constitute an important research topic of the section (Black Holes,
Inflationary Universe etc.)
The research topics of the section also include the Theoretical Physics of Condensed Matter.
The developing activity in this area refers to the electronic structure of atoms, molecules and
solids, the study of crystal and amorphous materials, issues on localization theory in nonperiodic systems, and topics in magnetism and non-linear dynamics. Members of the Section
conduct research also on Theoretical Nuclear Physics. More specifically, the topics studied
include the nuclear forces between nucleons through quark interactions, the ββ-decay and
others. Finally, the section research interests include Plasma Physics, too, in the context of
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which the equilibrium and stability of fusion plasma as well as the plasma relaxation in the
magneto-hydrodynamic model are studied.
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3. Section of Atomic, Molecular, Nuclear and High Energy Physics (ΙΙΙ)
Academic Staff

PAKOU ATHINA, Professor
Nuclear Physics, Radioecology

KOSMIDIS CONSTANTINOS, Professor
Molecular Physics

FOUDAS CONSTANTINOS, Professor, Director of the Section
Experimental High Energy Physics

MANTHOS NIKOLAOS, Associate Professor
Experimental High Energy Physics

LYRAS ANDREAS, Associate Professor
Theoretical Atomic Physics

EVANGELOU IOANNIS, Associate Professor
Experimental High Energy Physics

KOKKAS PANAGIOTIS, Associate Professor
Experimental High Energy Physics

IOANNIDIS CONSTANTINOS, Assistant Professor
Experimental Nuclear Physics

ASLANOGLOU XENOFON, Assistant Professor
Experimental Nuclear Physics

NIKOLIS NIKOLAOS, Assistant Professor
Nuclear Physics, Heavy Ions Reaction Mechanisms
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COHEN SAMUEL, Assistant Professor
Experimental Atomic and Molecular Laser Spectroscopy

IKIADES ARISTIDES, Assistant Professor
Experimental Optoelectronics
PAPADOPOULOS IOANNIS, Assistant Professor
Experimental High Energy Physics

BENIS EMMANOUIL, Assistant Professor
Experimental Atomic and Molecular Physics

PAPADOPOULOS DEMETRIOS, Assistant Professor
Experimental Optical Physics

STROGGOLAS IOANNIS, Assistant Professor (appointed)
Experimental High Energy Physics

PATRONIS NIKOLAOS, Lecturer
Experimental Nuclear Physics, Nuclear Reactions

KAZIANIS SPYRIDON, Lecturer (appointed)
Experimental Molecular Physics

Technical & Administrative Staff
PAPADOPOULOU FOTINI, Secretary
BLETSAS DIMITRIOS-EFSTATHIOS, Electronics Technician
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Laboratories
Atomic and Molecular Physics Laboratory (ATOMOL)
Nuclear Physics Laboratory
Laboratory of High Energy Physics and Applications

Research Activities
The scientific objectives and research goals of the
Atomic and Molecular Physics Laboratory (ATOMOL)
are highly related to the fundamentals of atomic and
molecular structure and dynamics, as well as to
applications utilizing laser technology. Specifically, a
variety of spectroscopic techniques are exploited in the
study of highly excited and auto-ionizing atomic states,
as also in taming non-linear processes such as harmonic generation. Mass spectrometry
techniques are routinely used for the study of molecular electronic states and the dynamics
involved. In addition, imaging techniques including pump-probe approaches are currently
developed for the study of interaction of strong laser fields with atoms, molecules and molecular
clusters, targeting on non-linear phenomena such as molecular alignment/orientation and
molecular fragmentation. Theoretical studies, aligned to the experimental surveys, are provided
by members of the laboratory. As far as the applied science is concerned, ATOMOL personnel
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practices analytical laser techniques, laser ablation,
development of thin films, Bragg gratings in fibers,
photonic sensors, and related applications of photonics
in communications and industry.
The research campaigns of the Nuclear Physics
Laboratory are oriented towards the study of nuclear
structure, mechanisms of nuclear reactions and nuclear
synthesis. The experiments are performed in the
Tandem Laboratory of NCSR Democritos and various
European centers equipped with accelerators. High
priority research interests of the Laboratory are the
issues of Applied Nuclear Physics such as nuclear
microanalysis and radioecology (study of the disposal
mechanisms of radioactive isotopes in the environment).
The Laboratory of High Energy Physics and
Applications participates in the preparation of the CMS
experiment at CERN which will study the pp interaction
at conditions of 14 MeV center-of-mass energy.
Specifically, the laboratory participates in the design, development and construction of detection
systems based on silicon as well as electronic-microelectronic systems for High Energy
experiments such as the preshower detector and the triggering system of CMS.
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4. Section of Solid State Physics and Physics of Materials and
Surfaces (ΙV)
Academic Staff

KOSTARAKIS PANAGIOTIS, Professor
Electronics- Microelectronics

FLOUDAS GEORGIOS, Professor
Experimental Solid State Physics

BAKAS THOMAS, Professor, Head of the Department
Mössbauer Spectroscopy, Magnetism

EVANGELAKIS GEORGIOS, Professor
Physical Systems Simulation Theory and Techniques

PAPANIKOLAOU NIKOLAOS, Associate Professor
Condensed Matter Physics, Simulation Techniques, Electronic Structure

KAMARATOS MATTHAIOS, Associate Professor, Director of the Section
Surface Physics

FOULIAS STYLIANOS, Assistant Professor
Surface Physics

EVANGELOU EVANGELOS, Assistant Professor
Semiconductor Physics

DOUVALIS ALEXIOS, Assistant Professor
Experimental Solid State Physics, Electronic, Magnetic and Structural Properties of Solids
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VLACHOS DIMITRIOS, Assistant Professor
Experimental Physics of Solid Surfaces
BOURLINOS ATHANASIOS, Assistant Professor
Experimental Solid State Physics: Electronic and Magnetic Properties of Nanostructured Solids

TSELEPI MARINA, Assistant Professor (appointed)
Experimental Solid State Physics: Thin Films

PAPADOPOULOS PERICLIS, Assistant Professor (appointed)
Experimental Solid State Physics: Polymers

KATSANOS DIMITRIOS, Lecturer
Condensed Matter Physics

CHRISTOFILAKIS VASILIOS, Lecturer (appointed)
Telecommunications: Signal Transmission
Technical Teaching Staff
LABRAKI MARIANTHI, Physicist

Technical Laboratory Staff
BALDOUMAS GEORGIOS, Electronics Technician
TRIANTAFYLLOU PANAGIOTIS, Electronics Technician
TSOUMANIS GEORGIOS, Electronics Technician
Laboratories
Laboratory of Condensed Matter Physics and Materials Science
Laboratory of Surface Physics and Solids Interfaces
Laboratory of Mössbauer Spectroscopy and Materials Physics
Laboratory of Electronic Telecommunications and Applications
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Research Activities
The Laboratory of Mössbauer Spectroscopy and Materials
Physics is involved in the study of magnetic and electronic
properties of matter, materials characterization through
Mössbauer Spectroscopy, EPR and X-ray diffraction,
preparation and study of magnetic materials, thin films,
nanoparticles,

clays,

layered

materials,

synthetic

molecular compounds and catalysts.
Studies

of

surfaces

and

bi-surfaces

properties

of

condensed matter as well as their interactions with thin
films under conditions of ultra-high vacuum (10-11 torr) are
carried out in the Laboratory of Surface Physics. The
studies concern crystal and amorphous surfaces, using
various standard techniques, such as low energy electron diffraction (LEED), Auger electron
spectroscopy (AES), electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), mass spectroscopy (QMS) and
work function measurements (WF).
Research interests in the Laboratory of Electronic
Telecommunications and Applications include
studies of fluorescent materials and electric
characterization of thin films and semiconductors
using Deep Level Transient Spectroscopy (DLTS)
and electric measurements (I-V, C-V). X-ray
investigations of the electronic structure of light
elements

are

also

performed

through

conventional and rotating anode X-ray tubes.
Molecular dynamics and Monte-Carlo simulations based on semi-empirical interaction potentials
or Tight-Binding theory and Augmented Plane Wave (APW) methods are used in materials
studies.

Other

activities

include

the

development

of

analog

and

digital

systems,

telecommunication systems, optical signal transmission, digital signal processing and
transmission, software radio, beam forming, smart antennas etc. In the Laboratory of
Condensed Matter Physics and Materials Science, scientific interests include the study of the
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structure and dynamics of "soft" matter, namely synthetic and biological macromolecules,
colloids and liquid crystals using X-ray scattering, dielectric spectroscopy and rheology.
Calculations of the ab initio electronic structure of solids and simulations of structural and
dynamic properties of solids and surfaces are also an area of research. Other activities are
related to the physics of condensed matter, γ and X-ray spectroscopy and studies of the
electronic structure of metal-hydrogen systems.
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5. Faculty Members of other Departments Teaching at the Department
of Physics
Department of Mathematics
CHORIKIS THEODOROS, Assistant Professor
Department of Department of Philosophy, Education and Psychology
KARAGIANNI-KARAGIANNOPOULOU EVAGGELIA, Lecturer

Department of Medicine
KALEF-EZRA JOHN, Professor
EMFIETZOGLOU DIMITRIOS, Assistant Professor
KOURKOUMELIS KONSTANTINOS, Lecturer
Department of Primary School Education
CONSTANTINOU CHARALAMBOS, Professor
BROUZOS ANDREAS, Professor
KOTSIS CONSTANTINOS, Professor
NIKOLAOU GEORGIOS, Associate Professor
POURNARI MARIA, Associate Professor
SOULIS SPYRIDON, Associate Professor
FYKARIS IOANNIS, Lecturer

6. Foreign Languages Teachers
EVMIRIDOU EVGENIA

(English)

SIOUTI AGLAIA

(French)

FERRING-GOTOVOU MARIA (German)
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7. Emeritus Members of the Department of Physics
Emeritus Professors

Honorary Professors

NIKOLAOS-IRAKLIS GAGGAS

IOANNIS ILIOPOULOS

GEORGIOS ANDRITSOPOULOS
GEORGIOS BANOS
DIONISIOS METAXAS
NIKOLAOS ALEXANDROPOULOS
VASILIOS KATSOULIS
FRIXOS TRIANTIS
IOANNIS VERGADOS

8. Committees of the Department
1) Committee of Programme of Studies
RIZOS IOANNIS (Chairman)
EVANGELAKIS GEORGIOS
KAMARATOS MATTHAIOS
COHEN SAMUEL
KOKKAS PANAGIOTIS
BARTZOKAS ARISTIDES
PATSOURAKOS SPYRIDON
PERIVOLAROPOULOS LEANDROS
4 student delegates (1 from each year)
The Head of the Department may participate in this Committee

2) Committee of Seminars
TAMVAKIS KYRIAKOS (Chairman)
DOUVALIS ALEXIOS
PAPADOPOULOS IOANNIS
PATSOURAKOS SPYRIDON
FOUZA FOFO
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3) Committee of the Student Reading Room
KAMARATOS MATTHEOS (Chairman)
KANTI PANAGIOTA
KASSOMENOS PAVLOS
PATRONIS NIKOLAOS
4) Committee of Teaching Programme and Exams
RIZOS IOANNIS (Chairman)
ASLANOGLOU XENOFON
EVANGELOU EVANGELOS
HATZIANASTASSIOU NIKOLAOS
1 student delegate
5) Committee of Sabbaticals
KANTI PANAGIOTA (Chairman)
COHEN SAMUEL
PAPANIKOLAOU NIKOLAOS
HATZIANASTASSIOU NIKOLAOS

6) Committee of Questionnaire Process for the Evaluation of the Teaching Work of the
Faculty Members
RIZOS IOANNIS (Chairman)
EVANGELOU EVANGELOS
KOKKAS PANAGIOTIS
BENIS EMMANOUIL
HATZIANASTASSIOU NIKOLAOS
1 student delegate

7) Committee of Buildings and Safety
BENIS EMMANOUIL (Chairman)
DOUVALIS ALEXIOS
KANTI PANAGIOTA
BALDOUMAS GEORGE
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PATSOURAKOS SPYRIDON

8) Committee of Studies Guide
BARTZOKAS ARISTIDES (Chairman)
RIZOS IOANNIS
HATZIANASTASSIOU NIKOLAOS
9) Committee of Enrolment
EVANGELOU IOANNIS (Chairman)
EVANGELOU EVANGELOS
TRIANTAFYLLOPOULOS ELIAS
HATZIANASTASSIOU NIKOLAOS
10) Committee of Informatics and Computers
RIZOS IOANNIS (Chairman)
DOUVALIS ALEXIOS
EVANGELAKIS GEORGIOS
BLETSAS DIMITRIOS-EFSTATHIOS
PAPADOPOULOS IOANNIS

11) Committee of Withdrawal of Old Instruments of the Department
BAKAS THOMAS (Chairman)
TRIANTAFYLLOU PANAGIOTIS
BENIS EMMANOUIL
12) Committee of Experiments Demonstration
RIZOS IOANNIS (Chairman)
KAMARATOS MATTHAIOS
DOUVALIS ALEXIOS
13) Committee of Postgraduate Studies in Physics
TAMVAKIS KYRIAKOS (Chairman)
DEDES ATHANASIOS
KOSMIDIS CONSTANTINOS
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BAKAS THOMAS
NINDOS ALEXANDROS
FLOUDAS GEORGIOS
FOUDAS CONSTANTINOS
14) Committee of Postgraduate Studies in Atmospheric Sciences and
Environment
BARTZOKAS ARISTIDES (Chairman)
KASSOMENOS PAVLOS
HATZIANASTASSIOU NIKOLAOS
LOLIS CHRISTOS
The Head of the Department may participate in this Committee
15) Committee of Postgraduate Studies in Modern Electronic Technologies
MANTHOS NIKOLAOS (Chairman)
EVANGELOU EVANGELOS
KAMARATOS MATTHAIOS
KOKKAS PANAGIOTIS
PAPANIKOLAOU NIKOLAOS
FOUDAS CONSTANTINOS
The Head of the Department may participate in this Committee
16) Committee of Postgraduate Studies in Applied Telecommunications
KOSTARAKIS PANAGIOTIS (Chairman)
EVANGELOU EVANGELOS
LYRAS ANDREAS
MANTHOS NIKOLAOS
FOULIAS STYLIANOS
17) Committee of Postgraduate Studies in New Technologies and in Research in
Physics Education
RIZOS IOANNIS (Chairman)
DOUVALIS ALEXIOS
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KAMARATOS MATTHAIOS
KOSMAS THEOCHARIS

9. Delegates of the Department in Committees of the University
1) Committee of Research
FOUDAS CONSTANTINOS (regular)
KASSOMENOS PAVLOS (reserve)

2) Committee of Postgraduate Studies
TAMVAKIS KYRIAKOS

3) Committee of Socrates/Erasmus
HATZIANASTASSIOU NIKOLAOS (regular)
KASSOMENOS PAVLOS (reserve)
4) Committee of receiving newly purchased hardware, instruments, etc.
Regular Members
PAPADOPOULOS IOANNIS (chairman)
PATSOURAKOS SPYRIDON
PAPADOPOULOU FOTINI
Reserve Members
ASLANOGLOU XENOFON (reserve chairman)
DOUVALIS ALEXIOS
FOUZA FOFO
5) Delegate of the University in Business & Innovation Centre (BIC) of Epirus
BARTZOKAS ARISTIDES
6) Centre of Hydro-biological Research
KASSOMENOS PAVLOS
BARTZOKAS ARISTIDES
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7) Committee of the Church of St. Georgios of the Monastery Peristeras - Dourouti
MANESIS EVANGELOS
HATZIANASTASSIOU NIKOLAOS
8) Committee of the University Library
KAMARATOS MATTHAIOS (regular)
KANTI PANAGIOTA (reserve)

9) Delegates of Faculty in University Senate
MANTHOS NIKOLAOS (regular)
KASSOMENOS PAVLOS (reserve)
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10. The Physics Department Secretariat
The Secretariat admits students for any secretarial process and information during the whole
duration of their studies. It is located at the Administration Building and is open for students daily
10:00-13:00. In unusual circumstances though, the secretariat provides its services every day
during its hours of work (7:00-14:30). During the period of the enrolment of new students, the
students’ registrations or other processes necessary for the application of the Programme of
Studies, the hours of work may differ and are decided by the Secretariat depending on the
particular needs.
Email: gramphys@cc.uoi.gr
Secretariat’s Personnel
STAVROU-NATSI CHRYSANTHI, Departmental Secretary
VAMVETSOU ZOI, Secretary
BAKIRTZI POLYXENI, Secretary
NAKOU EVGENEIA, Librarian
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11. The Student Reading Room - Library
The Student Reading Room – Library of the Physics Department is located at the 3rd floor of the
Φ2 building and is open daily 9:00-15:00. The biggest part of the book collection (approximately
15000 titles) as well as the whole collection of scientific journals (around 80) are located at the
Central Library of the University of Ioannina (1st and 2nd floor), from where the students may
borrow them. The topics covered by the books correspond to the research interests of
Physicists, while many of them are adapted to the bibliographical needs of the Programme of
Studies of the Department. There are also scientific books for the laymen, as well as books
regarding the history, philosophy and didactics of Sciences. At the Reading Room – Library,
there is access to bibliographical databases and to electronic scientific journals via the Central
Library of the University. The student Reading Room – Library is also connected to the National
Library Network through which the possibility of extended bibliographical searches and order of
reprints is offered.
At the student Reading
Room – Library, the students may
have

access

(reading

–

photocopying) to the books of the
collection that have remained at
the Library of the Department and
whose number will increase in the
future. In addition, at the Reading
Room two computer hot-spots are
operating with approximately 20
terminals in total which the students may use for their computing needs in courses that demand
the use of a computer and internet access. Moreover, a projection room is operating at the
same space, while the Seminar Room and the Departmental General Assembly Meeting Room
are also located there.
The telephone number is 26510 08510, while the email address is fefthymiou@cc.uoi.gr
Library’s Personnel
EFTHIMIOU FOTEINI (Bachelor Degree in Literature)
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12. The Experiments Demonstration Room
At the Department of Physics, an Experiments Demonstration Room has started to operate
(Room Φ3-126/122). In this room, there are several experimental arrangements demonstrating
different Classical Physics phenomena, divided in thematic sections that include: Mechanics,
Mechanical and Sound Waves, Thermodynamics, Electromagnetism, Light and Electromagnetic
Waves as well as several Modern Physics demonstration experiments. Every arrangement has
an interactive character, the objective being that its users, following the instructions
accompanying every experiment, may complete the experimental procedure, comprehend the
physical principles on which it is based and interpret the results.
The operation of this room provides support to a number of undergraduate courses, as well as
to courses and research conducted in the framework of the Postgraduate Studies Programme
“New Technologies and Research in Didactics of Physics” of the Department - it also helps to
bring secondary education students closer to physics. The room may be used for demonstration
of Physics experiments, by postgraduate and undergraduate students, to high-school students
who may visit it in groups after an arrangement is made between the group teacher and the
Room Operation Committee. The Room has also equipment for Virtual Physics Experiments
demonstrations on a computer as well as a small space for seminars.
The construction of the Room was funded in the framework of operation of the Postgraduate
Studies Programme “New Technologies and Research in Didactics of Physics” via the ΕΠΕΑΕΚ
programme of the Ministry of Education as well as by the Physics Department.
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13. Computer Laboratories
The Department of Physics has two modern Computer laboratories of total capacity of 60
personal computers. The computers are equipped with Windows and Linux operating systems.
All computing courses are taught at this room. The room is also open during specific hours on a
daily basis for the practical exercise of the students.
At the reading room, a wireless network system is operating that allows the students and visitors
to connect to the internet via their personal laptop.
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1. General Rules
The undergraduate studies at the Department of Physics have duration of eight semesters and
lead to a Bachelor degree in Physics.

Enrolment
The student status is acquired when the enrolment to the department takes place and, except
circumstances of provisional suspension of studying1 or disciplinary action against the student, it
is removed after the degree is awarded. The maximum duration of studies cannot exceed the 16
semesters, or, in special cases and after a decision by the University Council,18 semesters. The
first enrolment takes place within a specific period (usually of a duration of 15 days) after the
announcement of the results of the General Exams. The enrolment is renewed every year. At
the beginning of every semester the student owes to register (electronically) for the courses
he/she wishes to attend. The student receives a Special Ticket Pass2 after submitting an
electronic application, following the instructions at the site http://paso.minedu.gov.gr, and after
the application is reviewed by the Department’s secretariat3. In addition, the student may
receive a Health Insurance Booklet should he/she decides to choose the University health
insurance scheme. Apart from the students entering the University by the system of General
Exams, a right to enrol to Higher Education Institutes (in percentages dictated by law) have
people belonging to the following categories: Greeks living abroad, off-springs of Greek
employees working abroad, Cypriots, aliens-foreigners, expatriates fellows, people with special
needs and certain categories of athletes.

1

After an application submitted by the interested student to the Department, the suspension of the student status is
possible, up to 8 semesters. This status may be re-acquired by a similar procedure.
2
In case of loss of the Special Ticket Pass, the student should immediately submit a written declaration to the
Secretariat, accompanied by a declaration-of-loss submitted to the Police Station. The issue of a new pass in this
case takes place two months after the submission of the declaration.
3
In case of suspension of studies, the student is obliged to return the Special Ticket Pass to the Secretariat.
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Studies
The academic year begins at 1st of September and ends at 31st of August of the following year.
The educational activities of every academic year are chronologically divided into two semesters
(winter, spring). Every semester comprises at least 13 full weeks for teaching and 2-3 weeks for
examinations. The winter semester begins the second half of September and the spring
semester ends the second half of June. The exact dates the winter semester starts and the
spring semester ends are decided by the University Council so that the necessary number of
weeks is attained. For the same reason, in unusual circumstances, the beginning and end of the
two semesters are arranged after a proposal by the University Council and a decision by the
Ministry of Education.
Every student is obliged to participate in the educational process during his/her studies,
as the latter is determined by law and the decisions of the administrative bodies of the
University and Department.
First-year students should also attend the demonstration of experiments that take place
at the corresponding room of the Department, twice per semester.
Since the academic year 1998-1999, the concept of the Studies Counsellor has been
enacted. For all the first-year students who entered the Department of Physics since the
academic year 2005-2006, the Studies Counsellor has been announced soon after their
enrolment.

Programme of Studies
Since its foundation, in 1971, and until today the
Department of Physics has succeeded in having
a modern and flexible Undergraduate Programme
of Studies (UPS). At times, in the framework of
the decreed-by-law annual revision of the UPS, a
number of corrective changes have been made
without altering its basic philosophy. The current
UPS includes a number of compulsory courses
(structure courses) as its main body, which aim at
the transmission of general and solid knowledge of basic disciplines in Physics, its mathematical
tools and methodology. It also includes a number of optional courses (substance courses) at
which emphasis is given on new knowledge acquired in more specialized scientific topics as
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well as on various applications. The UPS was reformed in 1998 in the framework of the
corresponding approved proposal of the EΠΕΑΕΚ I programme. The realisation of this proposal,
although of a limited extent, gave the opportunity for a number of corrective interventions that
concerned mainly the improvement of the educational process. In the time interval that passed
since the realisation of this proposal, the changes taking place in the world are becoming more
and more apparent - the technology acquires gradually more power, the diffusion of information
is exponentially increasing, specialization is imperative and the needs of society and
employment market develop new dynamics. It is known, for example, that while in the past the
majority of our graduates were absorbed by the secondary education system, today this number
has been considerably decreased. For all these reasons, it was considered as wise the
appropriate bodies of the Department (UPS Committee, General Assembly) to review the UPS,
evaluate its effectiveness until today, locate its weaknesses and formulate proposals that would
significantly and substantially improve it and render it timely and competitive in modern times.
For this purpose, the experience from the use for many years of the current UPS, the UPS’s of
other Departments of Physics in Greece and abroad, the evaluation report of the educational
activities of the Department, in the framework of the project “Development & improvement of the
UPS of the Physics Department of the University of Ioannina” that was realised in the context of
the ΕΠΕΑΕΚ Ι programme, the existing infrastructure and the workforce of the Department were
some of the factors taken into account.
The basic directions on which the General Assembly (GA) of the Department was based for the
reformulation and modernization of the UPS were the following:
a) To enrich and develop the UPS in modern inter-disciplinary and relevant technological
state-of-the-art fields without altering the basic scientific character of the Department.
Therefore, during the first years of studies, basic and solid physics knowledge, its
calculational tools and methodology should still be offered.
b) To give students the opportunity, mainly during the last year of their studies, to have
broader possibilities to choose similar courses from different disciplines in Physics, as
well as from related technological sectors, which would facilitate their ensuing scientific
and professional career.
For the accomplishment of the aforementioned objectives, the GA of the Department adopted
the following proposals:
1) The increase of the total number of courses necessary for the award of a Physics
degree so that the educational needs in modern areas are covered, without changing the
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number of the compulsory courses and without substantially increasing the weekly hours
of teaching and therefore the didactic units.
2) The general re-arrangement of the taught material and teaching hours of the compulsory
courses so that no overlapping exists.
3) The introduction of a significant number of new courses, mainly optional ones, and their
organisation in theme cycles. The cycles of courses consist of similar, to the degree that
this is possible, courses, aim at directing the choices of the student in an advisory way,
have no compulsory character and thus do not appear on the degree.
4) The introduction, development and gradual establishment of new methods in didactics
and assessment methods that are directly connected to the use of computers, multimedia and their supervisory capabilities.
The reformulation of UPS was co-funded by the ΕΠΕΑΕΚ ΙΙ programme.
The UPS was evaluated, within the frame of the evaluation of the Department of Physics, by a
committee of external reviewers in July of 2010 and the results of the evaluation can be found in
the webpage of the Department, as well as in the webpage of the Hellenic Quality Assurance
and Accreditation Agency (H.Q.A.A.A) of higher education.
A short description of the compulsory courses and
the optional courses cycles of the new UPS are
given in section 3. The compulsory courses
include

basic

knowledge

of

Physics,

its

mathematical tools and methodology and must be
attended by all students during their studies. The
optional courses are offered after the 6th semester
and are distributed in five thematic cycles. They
offer to the student the possibility to obtain
additional knowledge and skills at modern scientific areas of Physics as well as at related
technological state-of-the-art sectors. If the understanding of an optional course demands
knowledge given in other courses, the latter ones are characterised as pre-requisites of the
specific choice and the student is advised to have already attended them. For the optional
courses, there is a maximum number of students who can register for a specific course. This
number is determined by the lecturer, and a first-come-first-served priority criterion applies.
Specific courses of the Programme of Studies, that belong to the cognitive subject of other
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Departments (Mathematics, Chemistry, Medicine, Education) may be taught by staff members
of those Departments.
The General Assembly No 361/30-11-2009 of the Department of Physics, in compliance
with the 3374 (2/8/2005) law, the Ministerial Decision No. 1466/13-8-2007 and Presidential
Decree 160/2008, adopted the European Credit Transfer System – ECTS and attributed ECTS
credits to the ensemble of the compulsory and optional courses of the Programme of Studies.
From the Academic year 2011-12 and according to the law 4009 (6/9/2011) the system was
reformed as follows: For the award of a degree, the student should:


To successfully attend a number of courses for at least eight (8) semesters from which
he/she should accumulate at least 240 ECTS credits.



From the total 240 ECTS credits, 182 should correspond to the compulsory courses of the
Department (category A), 20 at least to optional courses of the General Orientation
(category B) and the remaining 38 to a combination of optional courses of categories B and
C and D and/or the diploma thesis. The compulsory courses should include one of the two
courses with code numbers 405 (Environmental Physics) and 408 (Introduction to
Astrophysics).



The distribution of the ECTS credits per semester of studies and course as well as the
categories of courses are described in sections C3 and C6.

In more detail:
Α. Compulsory Courses
This category has 30 Compulsory Courses (including a foreign language) which are the most
fundamental courses of the Department from which the students should accumulate 182 ECTS
credits. These courses are offered by the Department every academic year either in the winter
or spring semester. Students should successfully attend 29 of these courses (choosing one of
the two courses: Environmental Physics or Introduction to Astrophysics)4.
Β. Optional Courses: General Orientation
This category has 12 Optional Courses from which the students should choose at least four
which correspond to at least 20 ECTS credits. The Environmental Physics / Introduction to
Astrophysics course which has been selected as compulsory course is not included in the
aforementioned four courses.

4

In case the ratio of students who have registered for these two courses exceeds the number 2/3, a first-comefirst-served priority criterion applies. The students who will be excluded may choose the particular course as one
of their optional courses.
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C. Optional Courses: Special Topics in Physics
This category has 42 Optional Courses which correspond to 4 ECTS credits each.

D. Optional Courses: Various Topics
This category has 9 Optional Courses, as well as courses from other Departments for which
ECTS credits have not been assigned yet, which correspond to 3 ECTS units each.

Ε. Optional Courses: Diploma Thesis
The Diploma Thesis, which corresponds to 10 ECTS credits, can be selected by students who
are at least in the 7th semester of their studies and have succeeded, until the last exam period
prior to their registration for the course, in courses which correspond to at least to 120 ECTS
credits.
In the framework of European Exchange Programmes (ERASMUS), the students are
given the possibility to carry out part of their studies (up to two academic semesters) abroad,
with the courses at which they are successfully examined being recognised by the home
institute. In addition, it is possible for the students, in the framework of the same Programme, to
carry out their Practical Training abroad, definitely before receiving their degree.

Registrations
The students, at the beginning of the winter and spring semester (September and
February, respectively) and within a specific time-period decided by the Secretariat, register,
electronically through the internet, for the courses they will attend during that semester. The
registrations should be submitted electronically to the Secretariat. In order for the process to be
completed, the student should press the “submit” button. The registration form should be printed
and kept until the end of the semester. The registration forms cannot be modified by the
Secretariat. Applications for overdue submission of a registration form are not accepted. In case
a student does not have a password for the electronic submission of the registration form,
should be addressed to the Computer Center (Transitional Building, Ground Floor).
After the electronic submission of the course registration form to the Secretariat and as
long as the student is entitled to receiving books, he/she should submit to the ΕΥΔΟΞΟΣ
system (http://eudoxus.gr) the book registration within the certain deadlines.
The maximum number of courses that a student may register for and be examined at is
8 per semester. Especially for the students who have 9 courses in total to obtain their degree,
the maximum number of 8 can be exceeded by one course after the approval of the
Administrative Council of the Department.
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A student, who fails or does not participate in the exams in one of the compulsory
courses he/she has registered for, must repeat the attendance of that course by priority in the
next corresponding semester (winter or spring) and therefore include it in the new registration
form, always within the maximum number of courses that he/she may register for.
If the student fails at an optional course, he/she may either repeat the course in a
following semester or replace it by another optional course from the available courses.
The students, who have not submitted their registration forms, are not entitled to
receiving books, are not to be accepted at the examinations and if, despite this, they take part in
them, their performance is not assessed - even if it is assessed, their grade is not taken into
account and is not registered in any of the exam periods.

Teaching of Foreign Languages
For the foreign language course the student chooses one of the foreign languages
(English/French/German) offered by the Department. Students having a level of knowledge C2
of ΑΣΕΠ (e.g. Proficiency certificate in English) may be exempted from the exam of the course
and given the grade of seven (7). These students should include this course in their course
registration form and then to submit an application to the Secretariat attaching a certified copy of
the corresponding certificate. Students who wish to improve the aforementioned grade may
participate in the exam of the course during the exam periods of the academic year for which
the course has been included in the registration form.
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Examinations
At the end of every semester examinations take place in which the students who had registered
for and attended the corresponding taught courses may participate. In September, before the
beginning of lectures of the winter semester, repeat examinations take place for the courses of
both semesters (winter and spring) for the students who failed. The normal duration of each
examination period is approximately 3 weeks. The grade of the student in each course is
determined by the lecturer, who owes to organise written or, according to his/her judgement,
oral examinations too, or to base his/her assessment on the performance of the student at
theoretical or practical exercises during the semester.
The examination timetable of each semester is prepared by the corresponding
committee of the Department and is announced at least a month before the beginning of the
examination period. The students are obliged to declare to the lecturer their wish to proceed to
the examination of the corresponding course fifteen days before the beginning of the
examination period.
The students who complete their first year of studies having succeeding in less than 3
courses owe to contact their Studies Counsellor.

The General Degree
The students attend courses corresponding to 240 ECTS credits or the closest maximum
integer number. For students who have successfully attended more than the necessary number
of courses, the optional courses with the higher contribution (grade to ECTS ratio) are taken into
account in the calculation of the general degree. From the remaining optional courses that have
not been taken into account in the general degree, two at maximum may be included in the
transcript of his/her record, after an application from the student.
The general degree of the B.Sc. Diploma in Physics is calculated as a fraction having as
numerator the sum of the products of the grades the student received in each course multiplied
by the corresponding ECTS credits, and as denominator the sum of the required ECTS credits.
The result is given with accuracy of two decimal digits. For students who have successfully
attended courses corresponding to more than 240 ECTS credits, the optional courses with the
higher contribution (grade to ECTS ratio) are taken into account in the calculation of the general
degree and up to 240 or the closest next integer which then replaces the denominator of the
aforementioned fraction.
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2. Parallel Educational Activities
Seminars
The institution of the Physics Seminars is one of the oldest in our Department. The institution is
realised by inviting researchers from Research Centres and Universities both in Greece and
abroad who present a lecture on a topic of their choice. The topic of the lecture is usually
chosen from the recent research activities of the invited scientist and is mainly addressed to the
Research and Teaching Members of Staff of the Department. Nevertheless, there are always
students in the audience.
The Seminars aim at the members of the Department being informed about and supplied
with new ideas. They are necessary for preserving the research robustness of the Department.
It is worth noting that the Latin word seminarium, from which the word seminar comes, originally
meant “seed-bed”. Indeed, the seminar must operate as a seed-bed of ideas. For the institution
of the Seminars to successfully operate it is necessary that the corresponding funding must
exist, even more so for the University of Ioannina that is located at a place of geographical
isolation. The success however of the seminars of the Department is not only a matter of
funding but it also demands correct planning and vigilance for attracting speakers.
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The Physics seminars are not addressed only to the Research and Teaching Members
of Staff but also to the interested students. It is worth noting that successful seminars are
considered those that attract numerous students to the audience. This of course depends
strongly on the topic of the lecture. For the aforementioned reasons, the Department has made
an effort to establish talks that aim at reaching a broader audience, especially students. In
parallel, every effort has been made so that, even in more specialised talks, a “general”
introduction always exists. Here, also, both the planning and the funding play an extremely
important role. The number of such general talks cannot be large and care must be taken so
that they are given by particularly experienced researchers and teachers preferably from other
universities in Greece and abroad.
There are also topics in Physics which although may not be part of the official research
activity of the members of our Department, are of interest to many, both members of the staff
and students. These topics may be the subject of Lectures mainly by Research and Teaching
Members of the Staff but also by external speakers, too.
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3. Programme of Studies, Content of Courses and Lecturers
In the following lists, a brief description of the content of the offered courses (compulsory and
optional5) in the context of the Programme of Studies of the Physics Department is given. Every
course is characterised by a unique code number6. After the title of the course, the number of
ECTS credits is stated in brackets. At the end of the description of every course, the
combination of teaching hours (theory, exercises, laboratories) is given again between brackets,
as well as the underlined number codes of the indicative pre-required courses7 and the names
of the lecturers8 for the current academic year. In case the name of the lecturer is followed by
the bracket {e} or {o}, the corresponding course is taught in two groups being consisted by the
students with even or odd registration number, therefore the bracket denotes which group has
been allocated to the specific lecturer. A mutual change of groups and lecturers takes place
every year. For the optional courses, the symbols {w}=winter and {s}=spring are used to specify
the semester in which the corresponding course is offered. The absence of the name of the
lecturer denotes that the allocation of the course is still pending or that the course is not offered
during the current academic year, and the interested students should contact the Department
Secretariat. The Diploma Thesis course has duration of two semesters. The registration for this
course must take place during the registration period of the winter semester and the grade of
the course is registered either in the exam period of June or September. In addition, after the
approval of the Administrative Council of the Department, the student has the right to attend, as
optional courses, two at most courses from another Department.

5

In case an optional course has less than 8 registered students, it is offered only if the corresponding Division has
the ability to do so.
6
The algorithm for the numbering of courses is the following: for the compulsory courses, the code number has two
digits with the first one corresponding to the semester in which the course is taught. The optional courses are
numbered by code numbers with three digits where the first digit corresponds to the cycle of the course.
7
The pre-requirement of the course Electricity and Magnetism in registering for the Laboratories in Electricity and
Magnetism is compulsory.
8
In case the lecturer of a course is not a Teaching and Research Member of the Physics Department, the
Department to which he/she belongs is stated between brackets after his/her name.
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COMPULSORY COURSES

1st SEMESTER

11. MECHANICS (A-7)
Motion in one dimension. Motion in two dimensions. Particle dynamics. Work and energy.
Energy conservation. Momentum conservation. Particle collisions. Kinematics of rotation.
Angular momentum conservation. Rigid bodies. Oscillations. Gravitational force. Fluid statics
and dynamics. (4, 1, 0) Evangelakis G. {o} – Papanikolaou N. {e}

12. DIFFERENTIAL AND INTEGRAL CALCULUS (A-7)
Real functions of one variable. Limits and continuity. Derivative and differential. Applications of
derivatives. Indefinite, definite and improper integral. Applications of integrals. Sequences,
series, power series, Taylor and Maclaurin power series. Functions with many variables, partial
derivatives, total differential, and their applications in Physics. Implicit differentiation, Leibniz’s
rule. Extremal and saddle points, Lagrange multipliers, applications. (4,2,0) Chorikis Th.(Dept.
of Mathematics) {o} - Kanti P. {e}

13. LINEAR ALGEBRA AND ELEMENTS OF ANALYTICAL GEOMETRY (A-6)
Basic vector algebra. Matrices, determinants, solution of system of linear equations.
Eigenvalues, eigenvectors, diagonalization of matrices with examples from Physics. Algebra of
complex numbers, Euler’s formula, root determination, applications. Basic concepts of Analytical
geometry in Cartesian and polar coordinates. Equations of line, conic sections, plane and
sphere. Equations of second degree on the plane and in three-dimensional space. (4,1,0)
Triantafyllopoulos E. {e} - Kraniotis G. (Teaching Assistant 407/80) {o}

14. INTRODUCTION TO COMPUTERS (A-5)
General description of computer structure. Hardware. Software. DOS, UNIX operational
systems. WINDOWS platform. Text editors. Spreadsheets. Graphics and data analysis.
Algorithms. (2,0,2) Bakas T., Douvalis A., Patronis N., Lolis Ch.
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15. ELEMENTS OF PROBABILITIES AND STATISTICS (A-5)
The role of probability in Physics. Statistical description of measurements. Simple combination
and applications. Probability definitions. Conditional probability and Bayes formula. Random
variables and probability distributions. Parameters of distributions. Basic theoretical distributions
(geometrical, binomial, Poisson, normal, Maxwell, etc.) and applications. Elements of error
theory, parameter evaluation and fitting. (3,0,1) Foulias S. (theory), Kamaratos M., Vlachos D.
(applications) {e} - Foulias S. (theory), Kamaratos M., Papanikolaou N. (applications) {o}
2nd SEMESTER

21. ELECTROMAGNETISM (A-7)
Electric charge. Electric field and Gauss law. Electric potential. Capacitors and dielectrics.
Electric properties of matter. Electric current and resistance. Electromotive force and circuits.
Magnetic field. Biot-Savart and Ampere-Faraday law. Self-induction. Magnetic properties of
matter. Alternating current and RCL circuits. Maxwell equations and electromagnetic waves.
(4,1,0) Kokkas P., Papadopoulos I. {o} – Manthos N.,Evangelou I. {e}

22. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS (A-6)
Ordinary first-order differential equations. Second order differential equations, Newton formula,
applications. Special methods for equations with constant factors, Fourier series, Laplace
transformations, applications. Partial differential equations. Separation of variables, series
solutions, Frobenius method. Basic functions as solutions to differential equations. Applications
of partial differential equations in physics. Simple systems of differential equations. (3,2,0)
Triantafyllopoulos E., {o} – Throumoulopoulos G. {e}

23. LABORATORY COURSES IN MECHANICS AND HEAT (A-6)
Mechanics: Instruments for measurement of basic quantities, length-mass-time. Measurement
of velocity and acceleration. Study of rectilinear and accelerated motion. Newton’s law. ImpulseMomemtum, momentum conservation – collisions. Work-Energy, Energy conservation. Study of
circular motion. Oscillations, harmonic, digressive and forced oscillation. Fluids, measurement
of the thickness of fluids and solids via buoyancy, motion of solids in liquids. Heat: Thermal
expansion of solids and liquids. Calorimetry, measurements of the specific heat of solids and
liquids. Mechanical equivalent of heat. Measurement of the ratio γ = cp/cv of air. (1,0,3)
Kamaratos M., Foulias S., Papanicolaou N., Douvalis A., Vlachos D. Bourlinos A.
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24. VECTOR CALCULUS (A-6)
Vector in Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical coordinates. Vector transformation under rotation
of the coordinate system. Vector products and vector identities. Motion of a point particle on a
plane. Differential calculus of scalar and vector fields: Directional derivative, gradient (in
Cartesian, cylindrical and spherical coordinates), vector differential operator, divergence, curl,
Laplacian, product rules. Double, triple integrals and applications. Change of variables and
Jacobian determinant. Line and surface integrals. Fundamental integral theorems for the
gradient, divergence and curl with applications in Physics. (3,1,0) Leontaris G.

25. PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES (A-5)
Introduction to C programming language. Introduction to Linux. Simple input-output command
lines, formulas, operators. Flow command lines. Program functions and structure. Matrices.
Structures. (2,0,2) Kokkas P. (in charge) (theory) {e}, Manthos N. (theory) {o}, Aslanoglou X.,
Evangelou I., Papadopoulos I., Patronis N., Foudas C.

3rd SEMESTER

31. WAVES (A-6)
Waves in elastic media. Wave types, wave quantities, wave equation. Harmonic waves.
Interference, standing waves, dispersion. Transmission velocity in elastic media. Resistance of
medium. Acoustic waves. Maxwell equations and electromagnetic waves. Nature and
propagation of light. Interference, diffraction, spectra. Reflection, refraction. Polarization,
birefringence. (4,1,0) Kosmidis C. {o} – Aslanoglou X. {e}

32. MODERN PHYSICS I (A-6)
Relativity theory: Galileo transformations. The Michelson-Morley experiment. Special Relativity.
Lorentz transformations. Energy and momentum. Elements of General Relativity. Quantummechanics: black-body radiation. Photoelectric effect. Compton effect. Pair production and
annihilation. The Bohr model of the atom. The Davison-Germer experiment. De Broglie waves.
Heisenberg uncertainty principle. Wavefunctions. Schroedinger equation. (3,1,0) Nikolis N.,
Cohen S. {o} – Foudas C. {e}
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33. CLASSICAL MECHANICS I (A-6)
Principles of Newtonian Mechanics. Statics. Dynamics. Potential – Conservative forces.
Conservation of momentum and energy. Collisions – systems of variable mass. Coupled
oscillators. Central potential. Kepler’s problem, trajectories in gravitational potential, stationary
solutions. Three-dimensional harmonic oscillator. Elastic scattering. Non-inertial reference
systems (3,1,0) Kosmas Th.

34. COMPLEX NUMBERS CALCULUS AND INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATIONS (A-6)
Functions of a complex variable, Cauchy-Riemann conditions, analytic functions, harmonic
functions. Elementary complex functions: Exponential, logarithmic, trigonometric and their
inverse functions. Loop integrals. Cauchy-Goursat theorem. Cauchy integral formula. Laurent
series. Integral residuals and methods for their calculation. Applications of integral residuals.
Analytical continuation. Fourier integrals. Elements of generalized functions, the δ(x) distribution
function. Elements of Hilbert spaces. (3,2,0) Kolasis C. {e} - Kraniotis G. (Teaching Assistant
407/80) {o}

35. LABORATORY COURSES IN ELECTROMAGNETISM (A-6)
Experiments in electromagnetism: electric current, resistance measurement, electromotive
force, electrical power, ohmmeter, galvanometer. Zero measurement methods and bridges.
Potentiometers. Magnetic field, induction. Oscilloscope. Transition phenomena. Alternating
current. RC, RL, RCL circuits. Impedance. Frequency filters. (1,0,3). 21 (this prerequisite is
compulsory) Ioannidis C. (in charge), Evangelou I., Nikolis N., Ikiadis A., Papadopoulos D.,
Patronis N.
4th SEMESTER

41. THERMODYNAMICS (A-6)
Basics, macroscopic/microscopic approach, definition and measurement of temperature,
temperature of ideal gas, state functions, perfect differentials, thermodynamic equilibrium. Work
in hydrostatic and non-hydrostatic systems, reversible and non-reversible transitions, 1st
thermodynamic law, heat capacities Cp, Cv, adiabatic transition equation, applications of the 1st
thermodynamic law (velocity of a longitudinal wave, free expansion). Equation of state of nonideal gas, Virial equation, deviation from the ideal case, deviation factor Z. Heat-work
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conversions, 2nd thermodynamic law, thermal engines, Kelvin-Planck formulation, Clausius
formulation, equivalence of formulations. Carnot cycle, introduction of absolute temperature,
Clausius theorem, entropy, Karatheodoris formulation, Clausius inequality, principle of entropy.
Calculation of changes in entropy. Entropy and disorder, absolute zero, negative temperatures,
3rd thermodynamic law. Thermodynamic potentials, maximum work gain, fundamental equation
of thermodynamics, Maxwell equations, TdS equations, equations of heat capacities.
Refrigeration of gases, Joule-Thomson expansion (enthalpy), phase equilibrium, equilibrium
condition, Clausius-Clapeyron equation. Qualitative and quantitative diagrams P-V and P-T,
critical point, g-T and g-P diagrams. Chemical potential, heat transfer. (3,1,0) Foulias S. {e} –
Floudas G. {o}

42. MODERN PHYSICS II (A-7)
Atomic structure: the Hydrogen atom. Electron spin. Stern-Gerlach experiment. Multielectron
atoms. Pauli exclusion principle and periodic system. Stimulated light emission and laser.
Molecules and solids: molecular bonds. Spectra of diatomic molecules. Basics of band theory
and conduction. Nuclear structure: classification of nuclei. Nuclear structure models. Alpha and
beta decay. Fission and fusion. Elementary particles: fundamental forces. Particle classification.
The Standard model description. (4,1,0) Benis E., Foudas C. {o} – Kosmidis C., Patronis N. {e}

43. CLASSICAL MECHANICS II (A-7)
Rigid body mechanics: Systems of point particles and continuous systems, inertia tensor,
principal axes, Euler equations. Calculus of variations, the ‘brachistochrone’ problem. Lagrange
formalism: generalized coordinates, equations of motion, conserved quantities, Noether
theorem. Hamilton formalism: canonical equations, phase-space. Poisson brackets. Canonical
transformations. (3,1,0) Dedes A.

44. LABORATORY COURSES IN WAVE PHYSICS AND OPTICS (A-6)
Light optics: reflection, refraction, polarization, dispersion, interference, diffraction, wave length
and light velocity, lenses, optical fibers, holography, optical spectroscopy, emission spectra,
absorption spectra. Microwaves: Intensity distribution, reflection, refraction, polarization,
interference, diffraction, optical waveguides. Ultrasonic acoustics: spectral distribution, intensity
distribution, wave length, transmission velocity, interference, diffraction. (1,0,4) Cohen S. (in
charge), Aslanoglou X., Benis E., Nikolis N, Papadopoulos D.
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45. FOREIGN LANGUAGE (A-4)
See pages 35 and 52.
5th SEMESTER

51. QUANTUM THEORY I (A-7)
Basic concepts: probability amplitude, operators, wavefunction. Schrödinger equation. Onedimensional potentials. Simple two-state systems. Harmonic oscillator. Symmetries. Angular
momentum, spin. (3,1,0) Vayonakis C.
52. CLASSICAL ELECTRODYNAMICS I (A-7)
Electrostatic field and potential function. Work and energy in electrostatics. General methods for
calculating the potential. Electrostatic fields in matter. Magnetostatic field and vector potential.
Magnetostatic fields in matter. (3,1,0) Rizos I.

53. ANALOG ELECTRONICS (A-6)
Principles of circuit theory, semiconductors, PN junction, properties. Solid state diodes (zener,
varicap, LASER, LED, photodiodes, etc.), operation, circuits and applications. Dipole transistors,
equivalent circuits, transfer models. FET, study, analysis, applications. Amplifiers with
transistors, models for small signal amplification. FET amplifiers. Amplifiers of multiple outputs.
(A,B,AB,C,D). Current supplies, active loads. Thyristor, Diac, Triac, UJT, etc, analysis,
operation, applications. Circuit transfer functions, determinations of zero poles. Frequency
response of amplifiers. Differential amplifier, study, analysis, operation. Operational amplifier,
ideal, non-ideal. Applications of operational amplifiers, special circuits. Active filters, study,
applications. Transistor models for high frequencies. (2,1,2) Kostarakis P., Katsanos D.,
Evangelou E.

54. GENERAL CHEMISTRY (A-5)
Historic elements. Laws of Chemistry. Electronic structure of the atoms and the periodic table of
elements. Lewis theory. VSEPR theory. Molecular orbitals. σ, π and δ bonds. Acids, Bases and
Salts. Properties of acids, bases, neutralization, reactions of double replacement. Chemical
kinetics. Chemical balance. Bidirectional reactions. Factors affecting the chemical balance, Le
Chatelier principle. Constant of chemical balance – Degree of ionization. Water ionization – pH.
Indexes, cubage. Solubility product. Oxidation reduction – Electrochemistry. Introduction to the
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chemistry of composite compounds. Organic chemistry. Classification of organic compounds,
nomenclature. Isomerism. Hydrocarbons (alkanes, alkenes, alkines, benzol). Alcohols, phenols,
ethers. Carbonylic compounds. Carboxylic acids and products. Elements of mechanisms of
organic reactions. (3,1,0) Bourlinos A.

* ONE (1) OF THE FOLLOWING COURSES:

405. ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSICS (A-5)
Planet Earth and the origins of its environment. Formation of solid, liquid and gaseous elements.
The terrestrial atmosphere, hydrosphere and lithosphere. Physical principles of environmental
problems. Natural forces. Air pollution. Atmospheric cycles of basic forms of waste. Chemical
reactions of gaseous pollutants. Atmospheric ozone. Ozone layer hole. Size distributions of
particles. Mechanisms of removal of atmospheric pollutants. Boundary layer. Mixing-length
theory. Turbulent flow. Reynolds number. Air pollution and Meteorology. Models of transport,
diffusion and deposition. Influence of temperature stratification on diffusion. Influence of
meteorological parameters. Pollution drains. Acid rain. Influence of pollution on weather and
climate. Influence of pollution on health, plant and animal environment. Radioactive pollution.
Noise pollution. Physics and pollution of water (sea, lake, river). Diluted gases. Chemical cycles.
Chemical reactions. Bacteriological water pollution. Chemical pollution. Energy and pollution.
Environmental impact. Physics and soil pollution. (3,1,0) Kassomenos P.

408. INTRODUCTION TO ASTROPHYSICS (A-5)
Mechanisms of emission and absorption of radiation. Radiation transfer. Stellar magnitudes and
distances. Stellar spectra and classification, Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. Internal structure,
formation and evolution of stars. Final states: white dwarfs, neutron stars and black holes. The
sun and the solar system. Variable and singular stars. Stellar groups and clusters. Interstellar
matter. Our Galaxy. Cosmology. (3,1,0) Alissandrakis C.
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6th SEMESTER

61. QUANTUM THEORY II (A-8)
Central potential. Hydrogen-like atoms. Degeneracy. Fine and hyperfine structure. Perturbation
theory. Scattering theory. Identical particles. Pauli's principle. (3,1,0) Perivolaropoulos L.

62. CLASSICAL ELECTRODYNAMICS II (A-8)
Faraday law. Maxwell equations. Energy and momentum in electrodynamics. Electromagnetic
waves in conductive and non-conductive media. Dispersion. Guided waves. Electric and
magnetic

dipole

radiation.

Point-charge

radiation.

Basic

concepts

of

relativity

in

electrodynamics. (3,1,0) Tamvakis K.

* OPTIONAL COURSES OF AT LEAST 14 ECTS CREDITS

7th SEMESTER
71. STATISTICAL PHYSICS I (A-8)
Overview of classical thermodynamics. Statistical thermodynamics of an isolated system.
Thermal systems with constant number of molecules. Classical statistical mechanics. Thermal
systems with variable number of molecules. Statistics of identical particles. (3,1,0) Evangelou S.

72. SOLID STATE PHYSICS I (A-8)
Theory of free electron. X-ray diffraction. Crystal lattices and structure. Theory of Bloch
electrons, Energy bands. Simple methods for calculating and measuring energy bands.
Dynamics of Bloch electrons, active mass, holes, transfer phenomena. (3,1,0) Kamaratos M.

* OPTIONAL COURSES AND/OR DIPLOMA THESIS OF AT LEAST 14 ECTS CREDITS

8th SEMESTER
* OPTIONAL COURSES AND/OR DIPLOMA THESIS OF AT LEAST 30 ECTS CREDITS
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OPTIONAL COURSES

I. CYCLE OF THEORETICAL PHYSICS

101. STATISTICAL PHYSICS II (C-4)
Applications of statistical mechanics. Photon gas. Insulating and conductive solids. Atomic and
molecular gases. Equilibrium of chemical interactions. Equilibrium of phases and phase
transitions of first and second kind. The role of interactions. Critical Exponents. Applications in
astrophysics. (3,1,0) Kanti P. {s}

102. SPECIAL TOPICS OF QUANTUM THEORY (C-4)
Orbital integrals and applications. Scattering theory. Second quantization. Applications in nonrelativistic systems with many degrees of freedom (3,1,0) 51, 61

103. ELEMENTARY PARTICLES (B-5)
Introduction. Basic concepts and experimental methods. Symmetries and conservation laws.
Weak, electromagnetic and strong interactions. Introduction to gauge theories. Unified theories.
Astroparticle physics. (3,1,0) Dedes A. {w}

104. INTRODUCTION TO FIELD THEORY (B-5)
Dirac equations. Klein-Gordon equations. Quantization of electromagnetic radiation. Simple
applications of relativistic field theory. (3,1,0) 51, 61 Tamvakis K. {w}

105. COSMOLOGY (B-5)
Cosmological observational data: Hubble expansion, microwave background radiation, largescale structures, dark matter, abundances of light elements. Big-bang theory: basic
assumptions (homogeneity, isotropy, general relativity, perfect fluid), Robertson-Walker metric,
horizons, red shift, luminosity distance, Friedman equations, age of the universe (Hubble
expansion, background radiation, nucleosynthesis). Problems of the big-bang theory: the
cosmological constant, flatness and horizon problems, dark matter, baryogenesis, primordial
perturbations. Inflating universe: solution of basic problems. Evolution of primordial
perturbations: structure formation in the universe. (4,0,0) Vayonakis C. {s}
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106. GRAVITY AND GENERAL THEORY OF RELATIVITY (C-4)
Introduction to differential geometry and Riemann geometry. Fundamental concepts of general
relativity and Einstein equations. Elementary solutions, Newtonian limit and classical tests of the
theory. Introduction to geometry and physical interpretation of black holes. Schwarzschild
formula. Introduction to Robertson-Walker cosmological models (4,0,0) 33, 62 Kanti P. {s}

107. GROUP THEORY (C-4)
Elements of abstract groups of finite rank. Symmetry transformation groups. Conjugate classes.
The symmetric group. Representations. Irreducible representations. Characters. Schur lemmas.
Reduction of respresentations. Wigner's theorem. Continuous groups and their representations.
Lie groups and algebras. The O(2), O(3), SU(2), SU(n), O(n), Sp(n) groups. Casimir operators.
Applications. (3,1,0) 12, 34 Kosmas Th. {s}

108. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY (C-4)
Curvature and torsion. Theory of curves. First and second fundamental form. Theory of
surfaces. Tensor calculus. Internal geometry. (3,1,0) Kolasis C. {s}

109. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS IN PHYSICS (C-4)
Root determination of algebraic equations. Calculation of determinants. Matrix diagonalization.
Numerical integration. Interposition methods. Monte-Carlo integration. Solution of first and
second order differential equations. Schroedinger-type differential equations. Solution of integral
equations in physics. Minimization methods. Simulation methods (Monte-Carlo, molecular
dynamics). (2,0,2) Evangelakis G. {s}

110. QUANTUM THEORY OF INFORMATION (C-4)
Basic Quantum Physics. Qubit (quantum + bit) – Quantum interference. Entanglement –
Quantum teleportation. Quantum computers – quantum algorithms. Quantum phenomena in
complex systems. Applications. (3,1,0) Evangelou S. {s}

111. PLASMA PHYSICS (B-5)
Introductory concepts. Single particle motion. Elements of Kinetic theory. Plasma as a fluid.
Wave phenomena, diffusion and conductivity. Equilibrium and stability. Non-linear phenomena.
Introduction to controlled fusion. (3,1,0) 31, 62 Throumoulopoulos G. {w}
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112. MATHEMATICAL METHODS OF PHYSICS (C-4)
Finite linear vector spaces. Infinite linear vector spaces. Curved coordinate systems. Integral
transformations. Conformal transformations. Distributions theory. Differential equations and
classical functions. The Sturm-Liouville problem. Solution of differential equations through the
Green method. Integral equations. (2,1,1) Leontaris G. {w}

113. MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS BY COMPUTERS (C-4)
Introduction: historical facts, symbolic calculations and relevant software. Basic concepts:
Simple algebraic and numerical calculations, functions, derivatives, integrals and roots of
equations. Graphical representations: graphical representations of functions in two and three
dimensions, graphical representations of data, graphical representation of vector fields,
animation. Complex problems: Linear Algebra, Eigenvalues, Eigenfunctions, Series, Differential
equations, Numerical calculations. Calculational packages. Applications in Mathematics and
Physics. (1,0,3) Rizos I. {s}

114. DIPLOMA THESIS (E-10)
(Available only for students at the 7th and 8th semester). Those interested in this course should
contact a member of the academic staff working on a relevant subject.
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II. CYCLE OF EXPERIMENTAL AND APPLIED PHYSICS

201. ATOMIC PHYSICS (B-5)
One-electron atoms. Quantum-mechanical description, Spectral lines, Fine structure, Relativistic
corrections. Multi-electron atoms, quantum-mechanical description, self-consistent field
approximation, Hartree theory, Periodic system. Atomic states and energies, Alkali atoms,
Rydberg series, He atom, atoms with two or more optical electrons, Electrostatic interactions,
coupling cases, fine and hyperfine structure, atomic transitions. Influence of constant electric
and magnetic fields, Stark, Zeeman, Pashen-Back effects. (3,1,0) Benis E. {w}

202. MOLECULAR PHYSICS (B-5)
General attributes of molecules, shape, size, molecular bond, dipole moment, polarization.
Elements of molecular symmetry, Point group theory. Quantum description of molecular
systems, Born-Oppenheimer approximation, electronic states, Molecular orbits. Motion of nuclei,
oscillatory and rotational states, molecular system energy, Morse potential, Rotation,
Transitions, Selection rules, Rotational spectra, Intensity of spectral lines, Molecular vibration,
Transitions, Selection rules, Vibrational spectra, Interaction between vibrational and rotational
states, Raman spectroscopy. Electronic transitions, Franck-Condon coefficients. Radiative
decay (fluorescence, phosphorescence), Ionization, Molecular break-up. Multi-photon resonant
and non-resonant excitation, multi-photon ionization of molecules (3,1,0) Kosmidis C. {s}

203. NUCLEAR PHYSICS I (B-5)
Properties of nuclei (charge distribution, mass, angular momentum, parity, isotopic spin,
electromagnetic torques). Instability of nuclei. Alpha-beta-gamma decay. Nuclear potential.
(3,1,0) Pakou A. {w}

204. NUCLEAR PHYSICS II (C-4)
Nuclear potential, Nuclear models (collective motion, independent motion of nuclides). Nuclear
reactions (elastic, inelastic scattering, direct reactions, complex nucleus reactions). (3,1,0)
Aslanogloy X. {s}
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205. SOLID STATE PHYSICS II (B-5)
Measurement of Fermi surfaces. Fermi surfaces of metals. Classification of solids, Binding
energy. Grid oscillations, phonons, non-harmonic phenomena. Electric properties of insulators.
Ferroelectricity, piezoelectricity, interaction of electromagnetic radiation with matter. Magnetic
properties of solids. Diamagnetism, paramagnetism, magnetic order, magnetic areas, spin
waves. Superconductivity. Surfaces and nanostructures. Amorphous materials. (3,1,0) 72
Kamaratos M. {s}

206. SEMICONDUCTORS PHYSICS (C-4)
Elements of physics and structure of semiconductors. Electric conductivity, diffusion and
recoupling of free charges. p-n and p-i-n junctions and semiconductor–metal junctions. Direct
and inverse polarization (DC, AC operation). Heterojuctions and quantum spatial structures
(quantum wells, quantum wires and quantum dots). Crystal diodes. (3,1,0) Evangelou E. {w}
207. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN PHYSICS Ι (C-4)
Experimental methods, instrumentation and scope of Atomic and Molecular Physics, High
Energy Physics and Nuclear Physics. (3,1,0) Pakou A. (in-charge), Kosmidis C., Evangelou I.
{w}
208. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN PHYSICS ΙΙ (C-4)
Vacuum techniques. Low temperatures. Thermometry. Thin film technology. Techniques for
studying solids and surfaces: X-ray diffraction, Mössbauer effect. Electric and magnetic
measurements, mass spectroscopy, electron diffraction, Auger Spectroscopy. Measurement of
work function. (3,1,0) Vlachos D., Douvalis A. {s}
209. LABORATORIES IN MODERN PHYSICS Ι (C-4)
Experiments on atomic and molecular physics, optics and solid state physics. Black-body
radiation, photoelectric effect, Michelson Interferometer, X-rays (spectra analysis, linear
absorption, absorption from various materials, diffraction, determination of Planck constant),
atomic spectroscopy, molecular spectroscopy, opto-galvanic spectroscopy, laser fluorescence,
laser lensing, multi-photon molecular ionization. Mössbauer spectroscopy, Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance spectroscopy (NMR). (1,0,3) 201 Kosmidis C. (in-charge), Bakas Th., Cohen S.,
Benis E., Papadopoulos D. {w}
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210. LABORATORIES IN MODERN PHYSICS ΙΙ (C-4)
a-particle spectroscopy, detectors Si(Li). Thickness determination of Al, Cu, Au foils using an
Am-241 source. β-particle spectroscopy determination of maximum energy of electrons via
Curie diagrams. γ-ray spectroscopy, detectors NaI, Compton scattering, determination of
absorption factor of γ-rays in Pb and Al with NaI detectors, Poisson statistics with Geiger
detector, Simulation of radioactive decay, Half-life of natural radioactive elements, Coincidence
experiments with pulse generator and radioactive 22Na source, Angular distribution
measurement using a 60Co source, Geiger-Muller tube, Cosmic radiation detection with plastic
scintillators. (1,0,3) 32, 42 Ioannidis C. (in charge), Patronis N. {s}

211. MATERIALS SCIENCE (B-5)
Overview of electrical, mechanical, optical and magnetic properties of metals, semiconductors,
dielectrics, ceramics and plastics. Applications of classical thermodynamics in solids and
bimetallic compounds. Applications of the dislocation theory of crystals in the mechanical
properties of solids. Liquid crystals and amorphous semiconductors. (3,1,0) Floudas G.,
Douvalis A. {s}

212. STRUCTURAL AND CHEMICAL CHARACTERIZATION OF MATERIALS (C-4)
Introduction. Interactions of radiation with matter. Basic theory of Elastic Scattering. Elastic
scattering from single atoms. Crystal diffraction. Basic theory of electron diffraction. Secondary
emission. Radiation production, detection and measurement. Applications of X-ray diffraction
and neutron diffraction in crystal solids. High and low energy electron diffraction in thin films.
Elemental analysis through X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy. Electron spectroscopy in surface
analysis. X-ray absorption spectroscopy and electron loss spectroscopy. Secondary ion mass
spectroscopy in surface analysis. Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). Scanning
Transmission Electron Microscopy (STEM). Scanning Tunneling Microscopy (STM). (3,1,0)
Bakas Th. {s}

213. LASER PHYSICS (C-4)
Radiative processes: Spontaneous and stimulated emission, absorption. Laser principles and
properties. EM waves propagation - Gaussian optics. Optical cavities. Laser-matter interaction.
Laser pumping. CW lasers. Pulsed lasers. Types of laser devices. Safety issues. (3,1,0) Benis
E. {w}
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214. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY Ι (C-4)
Chemical thermodynamics: Gibbs function, chemical potential. Phase equilibria. Chemical
equilibria. Thermochemistry. Electrochemical equilibria: electrolytic solutions, electrochemical
cells. (3,1,0) Bourlinos A. {w}
215. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY ΙΙ (C-4)
Applications of Kinetic Theory. Chemical kinetics. Processes on solid surfaces (adsorption,
heterogeneous catalysis). Dynamic electrochemistry. (3,1,0) Bourlinos A. {s}

216. MODERN OPTICS AND APPLICATIONS (C-4)
Maxwell equations in optical materials and electromagnetic energy transfer. Reflection,
refraction, Fresnel equations, dispersion equations. Interference, Airy equations, interferometry.
Diffraction, Kirchhoff integral, optical boundaries. Polarization, scattering, optical action,
polarizers, phase retarders. Thin film interference. Holography. Optical fibres. Light sources and
photodetectors. (3,1,0) Papadopoulos D. {w}

217. APPLICATIONS IN NUCLEAR PHYSICS (C-4)
Introductory concepts in Nuclear Physics. Interactions of radiation with matter. Nuclear radiation
detectors. Nuclear energy. Physics and technology of nuclear reactors. Physics and
applications of neutrons. Methods for trace analysis. Applications of radioisotopes in research
and

industry.

Radio-dating

methods.

Radio-ecology.

Dosimetry.

Radiation

shielding.

Applications in geophysics. Applications in medicine: gamma camera, positron-electron
tomography (PET), nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR). (3,1,0) Ioannidis C. {s}

218. POLYMER SOLIDS (C-4)
Introduction, plastics and polymers, classification of polymers, glass transition of polymers,
polymer dynamics near the glass point, crystallization of solids, kinetics of crystallization, semicrystal polymers dynamics, liquid-crystal polymers, chemical/physical structure and applications.
(3,1,0) 41 or 63 or 71 Floudas G. {w}
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219. MEDICAL PHYSICS - RADIOPHYSICS (D-3)
Interaction of ionizing radiation with matter focusing on medical applications. Dosimetry.
Biological effects of ionizing radiation. Introduction to physics of medical imaging (Radiology,
Nuclear Medicine). Introduction to physics of radiotherapy. Radioprotection. Classical
mechanics applied to human walking. (3,0,1) Kalef-Ezra J., (School of Medicine) {s}

220. BIOPHYSICS (D-3)
Thermodynamics of biological systems. Biological results of ionizing and non-ionizing radiation.
Theory of elastic and inelastic scattering of photons and electrons from matter. Spectroscopy
techniques of biologic interest materials [Infrared (IR), Raman, x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
(XPS), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES)]. Microscopy techniques of biologic interest materials
[scanning electron microscopy (SEM), Transmission electron microscopy (TEM)]. X-ray
diffraction, electron trajectory Monte-Carlo simulation (Auger and photoelectrons) in biologic
materials. Laboratory exercises. (3,1,0) Kourkoumelis N. (in charge), Emfietzoglou D. (School of
Medicine) {w}

221. DIPLOMA THESIS (E-10)
(Available only for students at the 7th and 8th semester). Those interested in this course should
contact a member of the academic staff working on a relevant subject.
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III. CYCLE OF DIDACTICS IN PHYSICS

301. PHILOSOPHY OF PHYSICS I (D-3)
Science and the problem of truth. The foundations of the Science of Physics. The Nature in
ancient Greek philosophy. The dispute of Aristotelean Physics in Renaissance. The Logical
Empiricism and its criticism. The problem of the method. The progress of scientific theories.
Relativism and scientific rationalism. (4,0,0) Alissandrakis C. {w}

302. PHILOSOPHY OF PHYSICS II (D-3)
Philosophical extensions of modern Physics. Space, time and motion. Probability in Physics.
The quantum-mechanical picture of Cosmos. (4,0,0) Vayonakis C. {s}

303. HISTORY OF PHYSICAL SCIENCES (D-3)
The physical sciences in the first societies of History. The physical sciences during the Classical
and Byzantine eras and the Renaissance. The first scientific revolution - Galileo. The second
scientific revolution - the discovery of X-rays. Modern developments. Societal impact of Science.
Interplay between Science and Technology. (4,0,0) Triantafyllopoulos E. {w}

304. DIDACTICS OF PHYSICS (D-3)
The nature of Physical Sciences and learning.Procedures of the scientific method and Physics
teaching.Teaching with the use experiment. Alternative views of students and their impact on
teaching. The constructivist model of learning. The role of experiment in the notional change.
Pre-existing student ideas on the various concepts of Physics. Examples of constructive
approach. (4,0,0) Kotsis C. (Department of Primary School Education) {w}

305. MODERN TRENDS IN THE TEACHING OF PHYSICS (D-3)
Didactic strategies for the teaching of Physical Sciences: notion-centric, guided discovery,
constructivism, inquiry. Specialized techniques of didactic strategies: various types of questions,
Socratic

dialogue,

team

discussion,

metaphors

and

analogies,

problem

solving,

models/modeling, cognitive conflict, role games, prediction-observation-explanation, deducing
conclusions, advance organizers, organization diagrams, notional map, metacognitive
skills/reflection. Modern trends in the design of in Physical Sciences (scientific and technological
illiteracy, language communication and comprehension in the teaching of Physical Sciences).
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Individual procedures of the scientific method and student experimentation. Student evaluation
in Physical Sciences. Educational materials and their role in teaching. (4,0,0) Kotsis C.
(Department of Primary School Education) {s}

306. PEDAGOGICAL SCIENCE (D-3)
The relationship between theory and experiment in Pedagogical Science. Modern pedagogical
theories. Pedagogical science and post-modernism. Contemporary problems and the role of
pedagogical science. Pedagogical relationships and pedagogical communication in the
classroom. (4,0,0) Konstantinou C., Brouzos A., Nikolaou G., Pournari M., Soulis S., Fykaris I.
(Department of Primary School Education) {w}

307. DIDACTIC METHODOLOGY (D-3)
Contents of didactic methodology. Theories of learning. Theories of teaching. Teacher-student
relations. The role of teacher. (4,0,0) Fykaris I. (Department of Primary School Education) {s}

308. NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN EDUCATION (C-4)
Introduction: historical facts. Computers in the service of education: the use of computers. The
use of computer simulation in the understanding of abstract concepts, the use of multimedia
technologies, software of creation of multimedia applications, computer-aided evaluation.
Internet in education: Education from distance, creation and diffusion of courses in the worldwide-web. Teaching of physics using new technologies: educational gates. Specialized
packages. (1,0,3) Perivolaropoulos L. {w}

309. DIPLOMA THESIS (E-10)
(Available only for students at the 7th and 8th semester). Those interested in this course should
contact a member of the academic staff working on a relevant subject.
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IV. CYCLE OF ENVIRONMENTAL, ATMOSPHERIC AND SPACE PHYSICS

401. GENERAL METEOROLOGY (B-5)
Branches of meteorology and climatology. Weather and climate. The Sun and its radiation.
Thermodynamics and hydrostatics of the atmosphere. Precipitation. Atmospheric pressure.
Planetary distribution of pressure. Winds, air masses and fronts. Depressions and anticyclones.
Elements of weather analysis and prediction. Educational excursion. (3,1,0) Lolis C. {s}

402. PHYSICS OF THE ATMOSPHERE (C-4)
Structure, composition and thermodynamics of the atmosphere. Atmospheric pressure, density
and composition of the atmosphere. Variable atmospheric gases. Temperature structure. Free
atmosphere. Equation of State. Variation of pressure with height. Water in the atmosphere. The
first Law of Thermodynamics for the atmosphere. Radiation. Orbital parameters. Earth's orbit,
seasonal and daily effects. Sun-set, sun-rise and twilight. Definition of radiative flux, basics of
radiation. Radiation balance at Earth's surface. Physics of clouds. Cloud formation, cloud sizes,
fractal structure of clouds. Processes of cloud saturation. Clouds and fog, other types of fog.
Precipitation and ice crystals, nucleation of liquid drops and ice crystals. Development and
growth of drops and ice crystals by diffusion. Collision and collection of drops. Precipitable
water. (3,0,1) Hatzianastassiou N. {s}

403. DYNAMIC METEOROLOGY (C-4)
Thermodynamics of dry and humid air. Hydrostatics and vertical equilibrium. Basic equations of
motion and applications to special flow patterns. Law of conservation of mass and equation of
continuity. Conservation of energy. Equations of boundary layer. Circulation and turbulence.
Cyclogenesis. Simple formulae of motion of atmospheric waves. Vertical variation of location
and strength of pressure systems. (3,1,0) 401 Bartzokas A. {w}

404. FLUID MECHANICS (C-4)
Basic principles of fluid mechanics. Statics of fluids. Kinematics of moving fluids. Equations of
motion of moving fluids. Two and three dimensional flows. Flow of viscous fluids. Stress
components of a real fluid. Equations of motion of a real fluid. Dimensional analysis. Nondimensional

parameters

(Reynolds

number,

Froude

number,

Richardson

number).
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Compressible flow.

Thermodynamics of

fluids.

Elements of

Magneto-hydrodynamics.

Applications. (3,1,0) Lolis C. {w}

405. ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSICS (B-5)
Planet Earth and the origins of its environment. Formation of solid, liquid and gaseous elements.
The terrestrial atmosphere, hydrosphere and lithosphere. Physical principles of environmental
problems. Natural forces. Air pollution. Atmospheric cycles of basic forms of waste. Chemical
reactions of gaseous pollutants. Atmospheric ozone. Ozone layer hole. Size distributions of
particles. Mechanisms of removal of atmospheric pollutants. Boundary layer. Mixing-length
theory. Turbulent flow. Reynolds number. Air pollution and Meteorology. Models of transport,
diffusion and deposition. Influence of temperature stratification on diffusion. Influence of
meteorological parameters. Pollution drains. Acid rain. Influence of pollution on weather and
climate. Influence of pollution on health, plant and animal environment. Radioactive pollution.
Noise pollution. Physics and pollution of water (sea, lake, river). Diluted gases. Chemical cycles.
Chemical reactions. Bacteriological water pollution. Chemical pollution. Energy and pollution.
Environmental impact. Physics and soil pollution. (3,1,0) Kassomenos P. {w}

406. PHYSICAL CLIMATOLOGY (C-4)
Solar radiation. Distribution of solar radiation in the Earth-atmosphere system. Terrestrial
radiation. Distribution of terrestrial radiation. Radiation balance. Boundary friction layer. The
influence of turbulence on meteorological parameters. Heat dispersion in the soil. Hydrologic
circle. Energy balance of Earth. Energy balance of atmosphere. Energy balance of soilatmosphere system. Atmosphere and climate evolution and change. (3,1,0) Hatzianastassiou
N. {w}

407.

NATURAL

ENERGY

SOURCES,

NATURAL

RESOURCES

AND

THEIR

ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT (C-4)
Renewable and non-renewable natural energy resources. Solar energy, wind energy,
geothermal energy, biomass, waterfall energy. Exploitation of

energy sources and

environmental impact. Natural resources (water, forests, fuel sources, etc). Ecosystems.
Management, exploitation and disposal of natural resources. Environmental impact of the
exploitation of the natural resources. Natural perils and natural environmental disasters. Viable
development. Statistical and mathematical models for the study of natural sources and
resources of energy. Applications. Non-renewable natural energy sources. Sources of
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conventional fuel (fossil, natural gas etc). Nuclear energy (fission, controlled thermonuclear
fusion). Environmental impact. Problems and applications. Educational excursion. (4,0,0) 41
Throumoulopoulos G. {s}

408. INTRODUCTION TO ASTROPHYSICS (B-5)
Mechanisms of emission and absorption of radiation. Radiative transfer. Stellar magnitudes and
distances. Stellar spectra and classification, Hertzsprung–Russell diagram. Internal structure,
formation and evolution of stars. Final stages of stars: white dwarfs, neutron stars and black
holes. The Sun. The solar system. Variable and peculiar stars. Stellar groups and clusters.
Interstellar matter. Our Galaxy. Other galaxies. Cosmology. (3,1,0) Alissandrakis C. {w}

409. SPACE WEATHER (C-4)
Introduction to the Physics of the interplanetary plasma. Waves in plasmas. Magnetic
reconnection. Shock waves. Solar activity. Solar wind. Interplanetary Coronal Mass Ejections.
The terrestrial magnetosphere and its dynamics. Aurora. Space weather and human activities.
(3,1,0) 408, 413 Patsourakos S. {s}

410. GALAXIES AND COSMOLOGY (C-4)
Distribution of stars in the Galaxy. Kinematics of the Galaxy. Morphology of the Galaxy: disk,
bulge and halo. Indications of dark matter in the Galaxy. Structure and physical characteristics
of other galaxies. Morphological classification of galaxies. Radiation in radio, infrared and Xrays. Dark matter searches. Supermassive black holes. Elements of galactic dynamics. The
nature of spirals in galaxies. Evolution of galaxies. Interactions between galaxies. Active
galaxies and quasars. Hubble's law and cosmological assumptions. Observations with
cosmological significance. Evolutionary models of the Universe. Open issues: singularity and
dark energy. (3,1,0) 408 Nindos A. {s}

411. OBSERVATIONAL ASTROPHYSICS (C-4)
Introduction. The influence of Earth's atmosphere and its correction. Aperture theory. Collection
of radiation and image formation. Telescopes. Radiation detectors. Spectroscopic analysis.
Polarimetric measurements of radiation. Neutron and gravitational radiation detectors. Practical
work. (3,1,0) Alissandrakis C. {s}
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412. PHYSICS OF THE PLANETARY SYSTEM (C-4)
General characteristics of the planets: giants and Earth-like planets. Dynamics of the planetary
system. Kepler's laws. Tidal force. Planetary atmospheres. Planetary interiors. Planetary
surfaces. Planetary magnetospheres. Planetary rings. Minor bodies of the planetary system
(asteroids, comets, meteoroids). Formation and evolution of the solar system. Extra-solar
planets. (3,1,0) Nindos A. {w}

413. SOLAR PHYSICS (C-4)
Solar observations. Diagnostics of solar plasmas. Interaction of solar plasmas with the magnetic
field. One-dimensional models of the solar atmosphere. Solar wind. Oscillations and
helioseismology. Fine structure of the solar atmosphere. Solar active regions. Solar activity:
flares, Coronal Mass Ejections. Chromospheric and coronal heating. Influences of the Sun on
the space environment. (3,1,0) 408 Patsourakos S. {w}

414. DIPLOMA THESIS (E-10)
(Available only for students at the 7th and 8th semester). Those interested in this course should
contact a member of the academic staff working on a relevant subject.
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V. CYCLE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES

501. APPLICATIONS OF ANALOG ELECTRONICS (C-4)
Laboratory simulation and realization – study and construction of printed circuits containing:
dipole transistors, Field Effect Transistors (FET) in basic circuits (KB, KE, KS). Multi-stage
amplifiers, various coupling ways. Output stages (A, B, AB, C, D). Frequency response of
simple circuits. Frequency response of complex circuits. Design and construction of power
supplies, circuits with operational amplifiers, active filters, special circuits, etc. (1,0,3) 44
Evangelou E. {s}

502. DIGITAL ELECTRONICS (C-4)
Number systems, Binary arithmetic – Basic operations. Bool Algebra – Logic Circuits, Digital
signals – creation principles. Basic gates (AND, NAND, OR, NOR, XOR, XNOR), conversions –
combinations. Characteristics – specifications of the CMOS, TTl, ECL PECL gates. Assembler
(serial parallel), Flip Flop, Shift Register, Counters, Multiplexer-Demultiplexer, Serial Interfaces.
Timing-clock circuits. Representation circuits, Generators of pulse-series, Semiconductor
memories and products (RAM, ROM, PROM, EPROM, EEPROM). Modern high-integration
circuits (PAL, PLD, CPLD, etc). ADC, DAC. Introduction to languages describing digital circuits
(VHDL). Examples of its use in the description – execution of logical processes. (2,1,2)
Kostarakis P., Evangelou E., Katsanos D. {s}

503. APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL ELECTRONICS (C-4)
Laboratory simulation using programming languages for digital circuits (VHDL), and
experimental realization-study of: Operation of basic gates (AND, NAND, OR, NOR, XOR,
XNOR). Operation of basic and complex circuits containing: Flip Flop, Shift Registers, Counters,
Multiplexers-Demultiplexers. Operation of timing, imaging, pulse-series and clock circuits.
Programming of modern high integration elements PAL, GAL, PLD, CPLD etc. Realization of
complex circuits, functions and processes in modern electronic elements of high integration.
Control of proper functioning. (2,0,2) 502 Evangelou E. {w}

504. INTRODUCTION TO TELECOMMUNICATIONS (C-4)
Representation of digital signals in time and frequency, pulse spectra. Network communications,
network hierarchy. Coupling elements (channel, signal, noise, interpolation, distortion, etc.).
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Data broadcast, channel capacitance, data broadcasting in basic zone, interpolation, filtering,
Nyquist response. Eye diagram, cosine filters, Nyquist filters, adaptive filters. Gain-phase
distortion, interpolation-noise.

Two-level digital modulations (ASK, FSK, PSK) and multiple

levels (ASK, FSK, PSK, QPSK, DQPSK, OPQSK, QAM, APK). Encoding of source, channel,
block, etc. Multi-users modulation techniques (FDMA, TDMA, CDMA, FH-CDMA, DS-CDMA,
etc.), examples, applications. (2,0,2) Kostarakis P. {w}

505. MICROCONTROLERS -MICROPROCESSORS (C-4)
Introduction, basic definitions and concepts, development of microprocessors. Design
characteristics, registers. Arithmetic-Logical unit, control unit, instructions execution, modes of
operation, instruction look-ahead. Instruction types and timing diagrams. Units communication,
dot classification, communication protocols with peripheral devices. Operation of principal
memory systems, cache and virtual memory. Description of microprocessors. Microprocessor
programming, Assembly language. (2,0,2) Evangelakis G. {s}

506. OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES (C-4)
Introduction to C++ programming language. Input-output commands. Flow commands. Objects,
methods,

classes,

inheritance.

Introduction

to

object-oriented

programming

(ROOT).

Histograms, graphics, data fitting. (2,0,2) Kokkas P. (in-charge), Papadopoulos I. {w}

507. INTERNET APPLICATIONS (C-4)
Historical background, basics in internet and world-wide-web (www) function and usage.
Introduction to HTML programming language for designing web pages (text, graphics, tables,
etc.). Web page designing using CSS. Designing dynamic web pages (Java applets, Javascript,
PHP). (1,0,3) Papadopoulos I. (in-charge), Kokkas P. {w}

508. ADNANCED TECHNOLOGY MATERIALS (C-4)
Nanostructured materials for electronic applications: Introduction, preparation methods,
properties, applications. Nanoporous materials for magnetic applications: Introduction, electron
and ion magnetism, ferromagnetism, ferrimagnetism, magnetic interactions and superfine fields,
preparation methods, applications. Nanostructured materials in catalysis: Introduction,
preparation methods, applications. Carbon nanotubes and fullerenes. (3,0,1) Bakas Th. {s}
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509. COMPUTER MEASUREMENTS AND AUTOMATICS (C-4)
Detectors and sensors. Analog and digital systems. Analog to digital signal conversion. Analog
and

digital measuring

instruments.

Computer

architecture.

Platforms for

application

development. Data acquisition systems. Introduction to LabVIEW and applications. Acquisition
and processes of images. (2,0,2) Evangelou I., Ioannidis C. {s}

510. DIPLOMA THESIS (E-10)
(Available only for students at the 7th and 8th semester). Those interested in this course should
contact a member of the academic staff working on a relevant subject.

COURSES WHICH DO NOT BELONG TO CYCLES OF STUDIES

601. COURSE OFFERED BY OTHER DEPARTMENT (D-3)
(The 3 ECTS credits apply in case no ECTS credits have been assigned to the course by the
corresponding Department.)
602. COURSE OFFERED BY OTHER DEPARTMENT (D-3)
(The 3 ECTS credits apply in case no ECTS credits have been assigned to the course by the
corresponding Department.)
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4. Timetable of Teaching Activities
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5. Plan of Lecture Rooms and Laboratories
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INTEGRAL

GEOMETRY

41. THERMODYNAMICS

Ο

4 SEMESTER

ELECTROMAGNETISM

COURSES IN

35. LABORATORY

LANGUAGES

25. PROGRAMMING

24. VECTOR CALCULUS

IN MECHANICS AND HEAT

23. LABORATORY COURSES

ELECTRODYNAMICS II

62. CLASSICAL

61. QUANTUM THEORY II

Ο

6 SEMESTER

ASTROPHYSICS

408. INTRODUCTION TO

PHYSICS

405. ENVIRONMENTAL

COURSES:

ONE (1) OF THE FOLLOWING

54. GENERAL CHEMISTRY

53. ANALOG ELECTRONICS

ELECTRODYNAMICS I

OPTICS

IN WAVE PHYSICS AND

AT LEAST 14 ECTS
CREDITS

44. LABORATORY COURSES OPTIONAL COURSES OF

MECHANICS II

43. CLASSICAL

22. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 42. MODERN PHYSICS II

21. ELECTROMAGNETISM

2 SEMESTER

Ο

AND STATISTICS

PROBABILITIES

15. ELEMENTS OF

COMPUTERS

TRANSFORMATIONS

CALCULUS AND

ANALYTICAL

14. INTRODUCTION TO

34. COMPLEX NUMBERS

MECHANICS I

ELEMENTS OF

13. LINEAR ALGEBRA AND

33. CLASSICAL

52. CLASSICAL

32. MODERN PHYSICS I

12. DIFFERENTIAL AND

INTEGRAL CALCULUS

51. QUANTUM THEORY I

5Ο SEMESTER

31. WAVES

3Ο SEMESTER

11. MECHANICS

1Ο SEMESTER

COMPULSORY CLASSES
7Ο SEMESTER

CREDITS

OF AT LEAST 30 ECTS

AND/OR DIPLOMA THESIS

OPTIONAL COURSES

Ο

8 SEMESTER

OPTIONAL COURSES
AND/OR DIPLOMA
THESIS OF AT LEAST 14
ECTS CREDITS

72. SOLID STATE PHYSICS I

71. STATISTICAL PHYSICS I

6. General Summary of the Programme of Studies
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101. STATISTICAL PHYSICS II
102. SPECIAL TOPICS OF QUANTUM
THEORY
103. ELEMENTARY PARTICLES
104. INTRODUCTION TO FIELD THEORY
105. COSMOLOGY
106. GRAVITY AND GENERAL THEORY
OF RELATIVITY
107. GROUP THEORY
108. DIFFERENTIAL GEOMETRY
109. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS IN
PHYSICS
110. QUANTUM THEORY OF
INFORMATION
111. PLASMA PHYSICS
112. MATHEMATICAL METHODS OF
PHYSICS
113. MATHEMATICS AND PHYSICS BY
COMPUTERS
114. DIPLOMA THESIS

i. CYCLE OF THEORETICAL
PHYSICS
201. ATOMIC PHYSICS
202. MOLECULAR PHYSICS
203. NUCLEAR PHYSICS I
204. NUCLEAR PHYSICS II
205. SOLID STATE PHYSICS II
206. SEMICONDUCTORS PHYSICS
207. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN
PHYSICS Ι
208. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS IN
PHYSICS ΙΙ
209. LABORATORIES IN MODERN
PHYSICS Ι
210. LABORATORIES IN MODERN
PHYSICS ΙΙ
211. MATERIALS SCIENCE
212. STRUCTURAL AND CHEMICAL
CHARACTERIZATION OF
MATERIALS
213. LASER PHYSICS
214. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY Ι
215. PHYSICAL CHEMISTRY ΙΙ
216. MODERN OPTICS AND
APPLICATIONS
217. APPLICATIONS IN NUCLEAR
PHYSICS
218. POLYMER SOLIDS
219. MEDICAL PHYSICS –
RADIOPHYSICS
220. BIOPHYSICS
221. DIPLOMA THESIS

II. CYCLE OF EXPERIMENTAL
AND APPLIED PHYSICS

OPTIONAL COURSES

301. PHILOSOPHY OF PHYSICS I
302. PHILOSOPHY OF PHYSICS II
303. HISTORY OF PHYSICAL
SCIENCES
304. DIDACTICS OF PHYSICS
305. MODERN TRENDS IN THE
TEACHING OF PHYSICS
306. PEDAGOGICAL SCIENCE
307. DIDACTIC METHODOLOGY
308. NEW TECHNOLOGIES IN
EDUCATION
309. DIPLOMA THESIS

III. CYCLE OF DIDACTICS IN
PHYSICS
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401. GENERAL METEOROLOGY
402. PHYSICS OF THE ATMOSPHERE
403. DYNAMIC METEOROLOGY
404. FLUID MECHANICS
405. ENVIRONMENTAL PHYSICS
406. PHYSICAL CLIMATOLOGY
407. NATURAL ENERGY SOURCES,
NATURAL RESOURCES AND THEIR
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT
408. INTRODUCTION TO
ASTROPHYSICS
409. SPACE WEATHER
410. GALAXIES AND COSMOLOGY
411. OBSERVATIONAL ASTROPHYSICS
412. PHYSICS OF THE PLANETARY
SYSTEM
413. SOLAR PHYSICS
414. DIPLOMA THESIS

IV. CYCLE OF ENVIRONMENTAL,
ATMOSPHERIC AND SPACE
PHYSICS
501. APPLICATIONS OF ANALOG
ELECTRONICS
502. DIGITAL ELECTRONICS
503. APPLICATIONS OF DIGITAL
ELECTRONICS
504. INTRODUCTION TO
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
505. MICROCONTROLERS –
MICROPROCESSORS
506. OBJECT-ORIENTED
PROGRAMMING LANGUAGES
507. INTERNET APPLICATIONS
508. ADNANCED TECHNOLOGY
MATERIALS
509. COMPUTER MEASUREMENTS AND
AUTOMATICS
510. DIPLOMA THESIS

V. CYCLE OF NEW TECHNOLOGIES

OPTIONAL COURSES

601. COURSE OFFERED BY
OTHER DEPARTMENT
602. COURSE OFFERED BY
OTHER DEPARTMENT

COURSES WHICH DO NOT
BELONG TO CYCLES OF
STUDIES
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7. Courses offered to other Departments
Department of Mathematics
1. Meteorology (2,1,0) Bartzokas A. {8th semester}
2. Astronomy (2,1,0) Alissandrakis C. {8th semester}
Department of Chemistry
3. Physics I (3,1,0) Nindos A., Patsourakos S. {1st semester}
Department of Computer Science
4. General Physics I (4,1,0) Vlachos D. {1st semester}
Department of Biological Applications and Technologies
5. Physics for Biological Sciences (3,2,0) Aslanoglou X., Cohen S. {2nd semester}
Interdepartmental (Dept. of Chemistry - Dept. Material Science and Engineering)
“Chemistry and Material Science”
6. Spectroscopy Techniques (3,1,0) Bakas Th. {1st semester}
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D. POSTGRADUATE STUDIES

The possibility of awarding a PhD degree by the Department of Physics of the University of
Ioannina dates back to its foundation. However, the continuous upgrading of the studies at the
University, the advance of research and the contribution of the University to the local needs for
development resulted in the establishment of systematic postgraduate studies.
Currently, five postgraduate programmes are operating at the Department of Physics: In
Physics (three qualifications), in Atmospheric and Environmental Sciences, in Modern Electronic
Technologies, in New Technologies and the Research in Didactics in Physics, and in Applied
Telecommunications which result in the award of Master and/or PhD degrees. The duration of
studies is different for each postgraduate programme, however, the final grade results in the
same way for all of them. Specifically, the average of the grading in courses contributes to 60%
while the grade of the thesis contributes to the remaining 40%.
Postgraduate students have the option, within the Erasmus programme, of visiting
another European country for a period of five months in order to perform part of their studies as
well as for practicing.

1. Postgraduate Studies in Physics
a)

Basic Physics

b) Photonics
c)

Material Science

Introduction
The postgraduate programme in Physics exists since 1993 and aims at the award of a Master
degree in Physics (Basic Physics, Photonics and Material Science) as well as of a Ph.D.
degree.
Graduate students from Departments of Physics, other Departments and Schools of
Universities or Technical Universities in Greece as well as holders of equivalent degree from
foreign countries are admissible to the prostgraduate programme.
The selection of the candidates proceeds through written exams in courses that are
defined and announced in time by the Committee of Postgraduate Studies. The Committee has
the option to specially treat candidates from other Departments and Schools by defining
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accordingly the courses in exam. Candidates should also take a written examination in a foreign
language. Candidates may be admitted without exams after the Committee’s recommendation
in the following cases:


candidates who have already been admitted, after exams, in Greek Research
Institutes.



holders of a postgraduate degree from a Greek University or an equivalent
degree from foreign countries.



natives or aliens candidates who during their application are permanent residents
of a foreign country.

The award of a Master degree necessitates the class attendance, the success in the exams of
the programme courses and the writing of a dissertation which is defended in public and further
assessed. The award of a PhD degree, after succeeding in all the necessary courses of the
programme, necessitates the work on an original research problem which leads to the writing of
the PhD dissertation. The dissertation is defended before a seven-member exam committee
and subsequently assessed.
All the research expenses of the postgraduate students are covered by the Department
of Physics. Postgraduate students may be partially financially supported by scholarships from
the Department of Physics or other Institutes or research programs.

Courses and Lecturers


Basic Physics

Compulsory: Mathematical Methods in Physics, Leontaris G. {s}, Classical Electrodynamics,
Kolasis Ch. {w}, Quantum Mechanics I, Evangelou S. {w}, Quantum Mechanics II, Tamvakis K.
{s}.
Optional9: Computational Mathematical Methods in Physics, Leontaris G. {s}, Atomic and
Molecular Physics, Kosmidis C. (in charge), Cohen S. {s}, Plasma Physics, Throumoulopoulos
G. {w}, Astrophysics, Nindos A. {s}, Nuclear Physics, Ioannidis C., Nikolis N. {s}, Statistical
Physics, Evangelou S. {s}, Solid State Physics, Evangelakis G. {s}, Gravity and Cosmology,
Perivolaropoulos L. {w}, High Energy Physics, Foudas C. {s}, Quantum Field Theory, Dedes A.
{s}
Each course corresponds to 10 ECTS credits.

9

Students should choose two of the following courses and/or the compulsory courses of the other two qualifications.
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The Master Thesis dissertation (30 ECTS credits) starts after the successful attendance of the
courses of the programme.



Photonics

First Semester: Optics, Optical Waveguides, Lasers, Semiconductors, Light Modulation
(Phenomena and Devices)
Second Semester: Non-linear Optics, Semiconductor Optical Devices,
Communications, Techniques for Optical Measurements, Photonics Laboratory.

Optical

Each course corresponds to 6 ECTS credits.
Third Semester: M.Sc. Dissertation (30 ECTS credits).



Material Science

First Semester: Solid State Physics, Evangelakis G., Material Science, Floudas G., Materials
Chemistry, Karakasidis M.
For the first two courses the corresponding undergraduate courses are compulsory.
Second Semester: Techniques for Material Characterization, Bakas Th.
Postgraduate students should attend two more optional courses. These should be: the following
two courses or one of the following and one of the Basic Physics courses.
Optional courses: Magnetic and Semi-magnetic materials, Bakas Th., Simulation and
preparation techniques for Materials, Evangelakis G.
Each course corresponds to 10 ECTS credits.
The Master Thesis dissertation (30 ECTS credits) starts after the successful attendance of the
courses of the first semester.
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2. Postgraduate Studies in Atmospheric Sciences and Environment
Introduction
A

postgraduate

study

programme

leading

to

a

postgraduate degree in Atmospheric Sciences and the
Environment is effective since 1994. Students acquiring
this degree could continue their studies and pursue a
Ph.D. To be admitted to the programme interested
students should succeed in foreign language and
Introductory Physics exams.

Taken into account for

admission are also the undergraduate diploma degree,
attendance of undergraduate courses in related areas, as
well

as

an

interview.

Resources

permitting

it,

postgraduate students may be funded depending on
academic and social criteria.
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Courses and Lecturers

First Semester: Meteorology (7), Lolis C., Climatology (7), Hatzianastassiou N., Physics of the
Atmospheric Environment (8), Kassomenos P., Two from the following optional courses:
Optional Courses: Oceanography (4), Bartzokas, A., Micrometeorology (4), Lolis C., Man and
the Environment (4), Kassomenos P., Environmental Chemistry (4), Kassomenos P.,
Introductory Physics (4), Nindos A.
Second Semester: Physics of the Atmosphere (9), Hatzianastassiou, N., Dynamic Meteorology
(9), Bartzokas A.,Two from the following optional courses:
Optional Courses: Applied Statistics (6), Bartzokas A., Methods of Remote Sensing (6), Anthis
A., Synoptic Meteorology (6), Lolis C., Renewable Sources of Energy (6), Paliatsos A.,
Environmental Impact Studies (6), Kassomenos P.
Third Semester: Practical work at the meteorological station of the Ioannina airport, the
National Weather Service, and the General Directorate of Air Pollution and Noise Control.
M.Sc. Thesis Dissertation (30).
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3. Postgraduate Studies in Modern Electronic Technologies
Introduction
The Postgraduate Studies Programme in Modern Electronic Technologies is operating at the
Department of Physics since 1996 in co-operation with the Chemistry Department and the
Laboratory of Medical Physics of the School of Medicine of the University of Ioannina. The
Programme aims to train postgraduate students so that they could contribute to the promotion of
research and development processes, as well as to the support of production in modern
technological state-of-the-art areas in the field of Electronics and Telecommunications. The
Programme leads to a M.Sc. or Ph.D. degree in Modern Electronic Technologies in Physics.
Candidates should be holders of a degree in Physics, Chemistry, Medical Physics,
Computer Science, Electronic, Electrical and Computer Engineering or other relevant
specialties, either graduates from a Greek Higher Education Institute (AEI) or Technological and
Educational Institute (TEI) or holders of a recognised equivalent diploma from a foreign country.
Selection of candidates is based on interview, English language examination (the knowledge of
any other European language is also taken into account), and curriculum vitae evaluation. Oral
or written examinations may as well be performed and students may be obliged to attend
specific undergraduate courses of the Physics Department.
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To obtain a degree, students are required to succeed in courses, carry out a research project
and write a M.Sc. or Ph.D. dissertation which is presented in public and evaluated.
Postgraduate students may receive financial support on the basis of academic and social
criteria provided that they fulfil the requirements of the Programme.

Courses and Lecturers

First Semester: Electronic Physics (5), Evangelou E., Digital Electronics (4), Foudas C.,
Computer Architecture of Microprocessors – Microcontrollers – Assembly Language –
Microcontrollers Laboratories (5), Evangelou I., Manthos N., Analog Electronics (4), Tsiatouchas
G., Instrumentation and Applications in Medicine (3), Kalef-Ezra J., Microelectronics –
Laboratories (5), Manthos N., VHDL Design (2), Papadopoulos I.
Second

Semester:

Instrumentation

and

Applications

in

Physics

(5),

Ioannidis

C.,

Instrumentation and Applications in Chemistry (5), Stalikas C., Computer Networks (5), Mitrou
N., Introduction to Telecommunications (5), Aggelis C., Electronics Design (Design of PCBs),
Linear Circuits Theory, Transmission lines, Filters (6), Manthos N., Foulias S., Katsanos D.,
Evangelou E., Programming Applications in Electronics (4), Kokkas P., Ioannidis C.

Third Semester: M.Sc. Dissertation (30)
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4. Postgraduate Studies in New Technologies and the Research in
Didactics in Physics
Introduction
The objective of this Postgraduate Studies Programme is the training at a postgraduate level,
according to the international standards, and the promotion of the Didactics of Physics.
Emphasis is given on the exploitation of modern technology in education and the production of
educational materials in topics of Classical Physics as well as in areas of cutting-edge research.
This Postgraduate Studies Programme combines modern technologies, methods of learning
from distance, modern pedagogical techniques, incorporates research into the training of the
new generations of Physics teachers, and leads to an in-depth understanding of the basic
principles of Physics.

The outcome of this Programme is the generation of graduates, who may be already
serving as or will become teachers in the Secondary Education.
The Postgraduate Studies Diploma offered by the Programme is in “Didactics of Physics
with Modern Technologies and Methods”.
Students who could be admitted to the programme should have a degree in Sciences
(Physics, Mathematics, Chemistry, Polytechnic Schools, Medicine etc) from a Greek or from a
recognized foreign University or from a related field Technical University according to paragraph
12 of article 5 of Law N.2916/01 which was added to article 25 of Law N.1404/87.
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The lectures, the didactic and research activities, the practical work and all related
educational and research activities for the allotment of the Post Graduate Studies Degree
include the following:
The Programme which leads to the allotment of the Post Graduate Studies Degree
includes the successful attendance of one cycle of postgraduate courses (compulsory or
optional) of duration of at least two (2) semesters as well as the preparation of the M.Sc. Thesis
dissertation. The cycle of postgraduate courses may be complemented with the attendance of
seminars and schools with topics related to the Programme.

Courses and Lecturers

First Semester: Methodology of Physics Didactics I, Kotsis C., Topics of Basic Physics I,
Kosmas Th., Pedagogical Psychology, Karagianni-Karagiannopoulou E., Modern Technologies
in Education, Rizos I., Physics Experiments in Education I, Douvalis A.
Second Semester: Methodology of Physics Didactics II, Triantafyllopoulos E., Topics of Basic
Physics II, Manesis E., Development of Learning Methods from Distance, Rizos I.,

Physics

Experiments in Education II, Kamaratos M., Methodology of Educational Research, Emvalotis A.

Each course corresponds to 6 ECTS credits.
Third Semester: Master Thesis dissertation (30 ECTS credits)

Note:
The courses are scheduled three hours per week and students may be organized in groups.
The list of courses may be supplemented by optional courses, after a decision by the
Committee of Postgraduate Studies, according to the needs of the Programme.

All operational issues of the current Programme are regulated according to the temporary Rule
of Post-graduate Studies and the existing legislation until the new Rule of Post-graduate Studies
is issued, according to the article 5 of 2083/92 law.
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5. Postgraduate Studies in Applied Telecommunications
Introduction
The Postgraduate Programme in Telecommunication Applications (TILEF) is operating since
2004 in collaboration with the Technological & Educational Institute (TEI) of Epirus, and leads to
a M.Sc. or Ph.D. degree to holders of B.Sc. degrees in Physics, Computer Science,
Telecommunications, Electronic, Electrical or Computer Engineering and other relevant
specialties, who are graduates from Greek Higher Education Institutes (AEI) or Technological &
Educational Institutes (TEI) or holders of a recognised equivalent diploma from a foreign
country. Its goal is to provide education and training for the aforementioned degree holders so
that they could contribute to the promotion of research and development processes, as well as
to the support of production in modern technological state-of-the-art areas in the field of
Telecommunications and Electronics.
The selection of candidates is based on English language examination (the knowledge
of any other European language is also taken into account), curriculum vitae evaluation as well
as on an interview. The candidates, depending on their undergraduate studies, may be asked to
take oral or written examinations and to successfully attend specific undergraduate courses of
the Physics Department of the University of Ioannina. To obtain a degree, students are required
to succeed in courses, carry out a research project and write a M.Sc. or Ph.D. dissertation
which is presented in public and evaluated.
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Postgraduate students may receive financial support on the basis of academic and
social criteria provided that they fulfil the requirements of the Programme.

Courses and Lecturers

First Semester: Digital Electronics (3), Theory of Noise (2), Architecture of Microprocessors (2),
Assembly Language (Motorola and ATMEL) (2), Analog Telecommunications (2), Computer
Networks (2), Frequency Filters (2), Microprocessors Laboratories (2), Signals and Systems (2),
Digital Electronics Laboratories and Applications (2), Digital Telecommunications and
Laboratories (2).
Second Semester: Analog Electronics (3), Optical Communications (2), Designing of Digital
Circuits with CPLD (2), Cellular Communications (2), Laboratories of Analog Electronics and
Applications (2), CPLD Laboratories (2), Signal Processing (Theory) (2), Signal Transmission
Lines (2), Designing of High-frequency circuits (RF) (2), Digital Signal Processing Laboratory
(2).
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6. Postgraduate Students working on their PhD Dissertation
Name

Programme

Supervisor

ALMYRAS GEORGIOS

1

EVANGELAKIS G.

AMOIROPOULOS CONSTANTINOS

1

IKIADES A.

ANTAKIS VASILIOS

2

HATZIANASTASSIOU N.

ANTONIOU IOANNIS

1

PERIVOLAROPOULOS L.

VLACHOGIANNI ARETI

2

KASSOMENOS P.

GIANNAKA PANAGIOTA

1

KOSMAS TH.

GIANNOPOULOS GEORGIOS

1

BAKAS TH.

GRIGORIADIS CHRISTOS

1

FLOUDAS G.

DIMITRIOU ANASTASIOS

1

COHEN S.

DIMITRIOU CONSTANTINOS

2

KASSOMENOS P.

EFSTATHIOU GEORGIOS

2

KASSOMENOS P.

ZARDALIDIS GEORGIOS

1

FLOUDAS G.

ZERVA CONSTANTINA

1

PAKOU A.

KAVADIAS KOSMAS

2

BARTZOKAS A.

KONTOGIANNI ATHINA

2

BARTZOKAS A.

KYRTSIDIS ATHANASIOS

2

HATZIANASTASSIOU N.

KOTSINA NIKOLETA

1

KOSMIDIS C.

LAGOGIANNI ALEXANDRA

1

EVANGELAKIS G.

LOUKAS NIKITAS

3

MANTHOS N.

MANOPOULOS SOTIRIOS

2

KASSOMENOS P.

BOUGIA PANAGIOTA

5

KOSTARAKIS P.

PANAGOPOULOS IOANNIS

2

KASSOMENOS P.

PAPADOPOULOU CHRISTINA

1

KOSMIDIS C.

PAPOULIAS DIMITRIOS

1

KOSMAS TH.

PAPPAS VASILIOS

2

HATZIANASTASSIOU N.

PAPPAS NIKOLAOS

1

KANTI P.

PARADAS EVANGELOS

1

KOKKAS P.

PARASKEVAS MICHAIL

1

TAMVAKIS K.

PATRAS VAIOS

3

MANTHOS N.

RAPTIS VASILIOS

5

KOSTARAKIS P.
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Name

Programme

Supervisor

SINTOSI OURANIA

2

BARTZOKAS A.

SOUTZIOS CHRISTAKIS

1

DEDES A.

SPASOPOULOS DIMOSTHENIS

1

IKIADES A.

TZIANAKI IRINI

1

KOSMIDIS C.

FLOURIS IOANNIS

1

KOKKAS P.

CHRONOPOULOS SPYRIDON

5

KOSTARAKIS P.
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